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THE CONTRACTORS
AND CARPENTERS
CONFERENCE PROVED FRUIT-
LESS LAST EVEN-
ING.
.„
CONTRACTORS WANT TO
RUN "OPEN SHOPS"
CARPENTERS HOLD OUT FOR
$3 PER DAY FOR EVERY
Bosses Willing to Pay Men What
They Are Worth, Ranging Prom
$2.50 to $3.5o Per Day.
MAN WAS
CUT SERIOUSLY
MACK M'KINNEY VICTIM OF
OF SOME ONE'S SHARP
KNIFE.
Another fruitless attempt was made
last evening to settle the controversy
between the carpenters' union of this
city and the contractors employing
mechanics of this nature. The con-
ference lasted several hours, but on
adjornment the two sides were as far
apart as when the meeting was first
entered into.
The contractors met in their head-
quarters in the Paducah Building as-
sociations rooms on South Fourth
*Street, and Ithere they itecetived a
delegation from the carpenters union.
The unionists requested that the con-
tractors sign the new scale of wages
that provides ior payment of $3 per
day. The contractors refused to sign
on the ground that many of the mem-
bers of the union were not sufficiently
learned in the details of the carpen-
ters' business to justify the contrac-
tors in paying $3 per day to them.
The contractoes then made a coun-
ter proposition to the carpenters, it
being that the 'contractors will main-
tain "open shops" which would give
(Continued fin Page Pour.)
Felix Hardwick Charged With Being
Drunk Upon the Streets—
Gott's Place Entered.
The police are investigatiag rho
cutting of Mack NfeKininey of Sonth
Third street, who was seriously in-
:gated by sone one yesterday, but he
was so skunk last night the officers
could get nothing clear from hint
He was badly mutilated in an unprint-
able mariner and the attention of sur-
geons made necessary at once.
While intoxicated he told the offi-
cer, two different version, of the
affair, but they decided to wait until
he got sober before further question-
ing, him. It is a penitentiary offense
for the person guilty of wounding in
the manner of this case.
Drunkenness Charged.
Felix Hardwick was arrested yes-
terday by Officers Hill and Rogers on
the charge of being drunk,
Burglar Broke In.
On opening yesterday morning
Sam Gott found that the night before
thieves had broken into his place and
ransacked the drawers and cash regis-
ters looking for money, but got none,
as at closing the evening before he
put everything in the iron safe. This
is the second burglary at that place
in two weeks.
EXCELLENCE AND CONCILLIATORY
SUPERIORITY SPIRIT APPARENT
CHARACTERIZED "THE TRAV-
ELING MAW' PRO-
DUCTION.
ECLIPSED ANYTHING OF
THE KIND IN THE PAST
—The Grace church choir will re-
benne this evening at 7:ao o'clock at
which time special music will be ar-
ranged for the) cervices conducted
tomorrow by Bishop Woodcock.
—Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dungey,
of tau Fkiurnoy street. have a new
boy baby.
THE KENTUCKY WAS PACKED
LAST EVENING BY APPRE-
CIATED PEOPLE.
Participants Should Feel Proud of
the Manner in Which They .
Pleased Everybody.
MITCHELL FINED AND
I SALOON LICENSE REVOKED
jUDOE CROSS FINED MITCHELL IN THE POLICE COURT AND
THE MAN'S LICENSE WAS THEN TAKEN AWAY FROM HIM
BY MAYOR YEISER—YOUNG TOM HARRISON WENT UP
AGAINST WRONG PROPOSITION WHEN HE TACKLED HIS
HONOR. WHO GAVE YOUNG ATTORNEY SOUND "DRESS-
ING DOWN."-—
Paducah, Ky.. May to, Inn.
State of Kentucky, City of Paducah.
a. a.:
It appearing to me from the records
of the police court of the Cit yof Pa-
ducah, Kentucky, that W. M. Mitch-
ell, on May Kith, isioT. was found
guilty and fined for keeping open his
saloon on Sunday. May 5th, 19°7, and
delivering liquor therefrom on said
day. and in violation of the ordinance
of the City of Paducah. and also in
violation of the statute of Kentucky;
therefore I find that Ale said W. M.
Mitchell did on Sunday. May 5th.
1907, in the City of Paducah, Ken-
tucky, keep open his saloon and de-
liver liquor therefrom. Now, by
virtue of the authority vested in me
as mayor of the City 0; Paducah,
Kentucky, I hereby revoke the saloon
license of said W. M. Mitchell from
Ms date, and the date of said fine in
the police court of the City of Padu-
cah, Kentucky.
Given under my hand as mayor of
the City of Paducah, Kentucky, this
Toth day of May.
- • Eli. A. YEISER.
Mayor of City of Paducah. Ky.
The also* is the notice Mayor
`laser het! netertive Moore'-to serve
yesterday Ivor% W. M. Mitchell. the
!saloon keeper of moo North Tenth
street, whose Motor license wag there-
by revoked, ae the result of his being
convicted and fined $25 and costs in
Ole p.ö1ie come yeetentley slaloming
by Judge 'David Cross for 'keeping his
grossehop open Nee Sunday and fur-
fiehing beer to customers.
This resell shows the well groomed
determination of the mayor that jug-
t' lice shall prevail, end he will now
,4Iait alpinist Mitchell to throw intothe city linstruct sokitor to bring
the public 4,1...Mary the $t.00o bond
eeecitteri Sehen granted ItOs
Iicertse. he agreeing to forfeit the
bond if he violated any of the laws
of the land.
The mayor !says he appreciates the
idea that no one thinks he.is perse-
cuting Mitchell, but that "the law is
• liho law" and will have to he abided'
by.
Judging from the laudatory com-
ments that arose from the 600 people
present last evening at the Kentucky,
"The Traveling Man" is surely the
prize winner of the season, as ex-
pressions of approval arose from the
assemblage as oi one voice, praising
highly the successful work done by
Mr. Boyle Wooliolk and those taking
part. It was a performance that did
BOTH HSIDES AT BOISE VIE
WITH ONE AN-
OTHER.
EXPRESSIONS OF GOOD
WILL AND FAIR PLAY
SPECIAL VENIRE OF ONE
HUNDRED MEN SELECT-
ED BY SHERIFF.
Miners Now Satisfied That Haywood,
Moyer and Pettybone Will
Not be "Railroaded."
-Boise City, Idaho May to—Sheriff
"Shad" Hugins started out today to
summon a special venire of one hun-
dred men ordered yesterday by fudge
Wood of the-district court, when the
regular term panel was exhausted on
the effort to secure a jury to try
Wm. D. Haywood, the first of the
officers, of the Western Federation of
Miners called to the bar to 'answer
the charge the state has placed
against them, of conspiracy and corn-
not let a moment drag from time it plicity in the murder of :ormer Gov.
commenced at 8:15 o'clock until it
o'clock when the curtain fell for the
last time.
The house was packed, standing
room being at a premium upon the
first floor, and the talent evidenced
by those participating showed they
were everyone artists of excellent and
creditable ability, acquitting them-
selves more as experienced artists
than amateurs. The parts were ap-
portioned admirably, and each vied
with the other in excellence that
brought the production up to a stan-
dard of merit and worthy of the un-
animous praise accorded.
The Cherity club and the Humane
society both feel proud of the suc-
cess attained by the prodaction, as
the receipts were $576, several hun- scaffold, and theri. *
Mitchell was seen by Officers
Rogers and Hilt Sunday carrying a
basket of beer from iris saloon to
Lottie Jacobs' house., eeveral doors
distant. lie wks warranted on the
charge of "selling" liquor on the Sab-
bath, but the witnesses testified that
the Jacobs woman bought a dozen
bottles Saturday night. drank three
and left the other to be delivered
Sway. Tom Harrison. the city
prosecuting attorney and democratic
tvornittee for mayor, then had Judge
Cross to dismiss the wan-ant agninet
Mitchell, while incidentally Harrison
criticised die police for trying to do
their duty, in a manner pronounced
uncalled for by everybody. Mayor
Yeieer went "tip in the air" Thurs-
day on the city attorney having the
warrant dieumiseed, and made things
so hot around Ole city hall that an-
other warrant was issue by the judge
charging Mitchell with "keeping open
and fornishing tiptoe to custoemrs."
The mayor announced that he would
stand for no such deal as dismissal of
the wartront by Attorney Harrison,
and on the second charge being
lodged. it came up for trial yestrday
and Jndge Cross promptly assented
the fine against Mitchell, and the
mayor as promptly revoked-Mitehell'e
saloon licenses, to he followed with
suit on the $t,000 bond. A4 an evi-
dence tha't'Mitchell-- is being dealt
very leniently with, no warrant was
issued charging him with violating
the law which prohibit( women from
entering grogehops.
Yesterday morning the mayor was
waillcing down Broactway when he
war; accosted in front of Gtillena store
by City-Alttorney Harrison, the latter
of whom upbraided the mayor for his
action in havvingltirned the seemed
warfront Mat-rest terin the convic-
tion and license revocation. The
mayor considered the attorney's lan-
guage inseiting andimnsedthrtely
spoke his sentiments to young Har-
rison. who was given a gond, sound
f'dressing down" by His Honor.
!illany peoples- were attracted by ..the
Obseisend out Pere Nye. 4.• -
the entertainment was given was not
the main drawing card„ but the talent
participating was the principal attrac-
tion, all being young Paducah people.
bright and quite adept in portray-
ing their parts.
Society WRS Out enmasse attending
the play, many beautiful costumes
being evidenced throughout the house
and the goo ladies may congratulate
themselves upon an event eclipsing
anything of a similar nature produced
for years.
Those taking part were: Messrs.
Boyle Woolfolk, Richard Scott, Em-
mett Bagby, Wm. Brazelton, Evert
Thompson David Yeiser, Douglas
Bagby, Wm. Reddick, Charles Cox,
Mrs. David Flournoy, Misses Nelia
Hatfield, Nlayme Dryyfuss, Anne
Bradshaw, Lucyette Soule, Elsie
Hodge, Claire St. John, Julia Dabney,
Sadie iSmith, Gladys Cobourn Martha
Cope, Helen Van Meter, Frances
Wallace, Blanche Hill, Marjorie Lov-
ing, Elizabeth Sebree, 'Katherine
Powell, Jeanette Fetter, Brooks
Smith, Ruth Baynham, Macy Greg-
ory, Allie Cabell, Kathleen White-
field, Estelle Hale, Lillie Hobson,
,Annie Wiliamson Elizabeth William-
son, Emma Is:iehaus, Mamie O'Brien,
Mastita Frank 1Buckner, Edwin
U ghtfoot, Henry Leake, Fowler
Post. Miss Susan Porter Sleeth, Mr.
Frank Davis, Mr. Zack Hays, Mr.
Monte Ludt, Mr. Sam Hughes. Mr.
Zack Elliott, Mr. George Raleigh
Mr. Marshall Jones, Mr. George Wal-
lace, Mr. '9. E. Clay, Mr. A. Y. Clay,
Mr. G. A. Salvo, Mr. Milton Weler-
stein, Mr. Ed Cave Mr. Salem Cope,
Mr. Phillip Sweetzer, Mr. James
Langstaff, Mr. Felix St. John, Mr.
Harry Singleton, Mr. Henry Hennes
berger.
The play was such a grand success
that announcement was made that a
matinee would be given this after-
noon at the Kentucky, at which time
those unable, to attend last evening
will have an opportunity to be pres-
ent. The. prices for this afternoon
will be fity cents for grown people
and twenty-fivz, cents for chilicen.
No seats will be reserved, anyone 
ing entitled to sit wherever they
please in the house.
Many strangers were at the play
last evening and expressed them-
selves as astounded on leering that
local talent alone composed the cast,
with elteeptitaliOf Woolfnlk. The
unanimous opinion is that the per-
•
dred ollars of which goes to these lpositioll to let the matter be thors
charitable organizations, that are de- oughly threshed out in the courts.
serving the liberal patronage accord- The prisoners seem to have every
ed in order that they can cuntinue confidence as to their future and betheir good work. The cause for which lieve their counsel will be able to
clear them. It is the officially ex-
pressed desire of the prisoners and
their attorneys that there should be
no outside interference, either from
their own ranks or any other source.
Boise continues as quiet and placid
as ever. The people are continuing
about their business and social affairs
with nothing whatever to induce that
this is the center of interest in a his-
tory
-making trial. A staggering array
of witnesses is promised by both
sides in the ljaywood case, and if
all whose names are announced are
called to the stand, the duration of
the trial cannot even be approxi-
mated. Appearing on the indictment
of Haywood, Moyer and Pettibone as
well as for the state are fourteen
names. State's counsel yesterday filed
a supplemental list of 151 witnesses,
making 165 in all. The defense, it is
announced, wil call perhaps fifty wit-
nesses in all, making 215 to be heard
according to present plans. It is con-
sidered as doubtful, however, that any
such number will be placed on the
stand.
The Federation officials were inter-
ested today to discover the names of
several former officials and members
of their organization included in the
list of the state's prospective wit-
nesses. One of these is Edward
Boyce, formerly president Qf the
Western Federation of Miners.
Boyce. is now,a mine owner and lives
in Colorado. The list includes a large
number of persons in Caldwell, who
arrived on the scene immediately fol-
lowing the tragedy. They and the
Coroner and other county officials
are exepected to be the first to take
the stand.
FINE EXCURSION.
The organized unions gave their
excursion last evening upon the hand-
some steamer J. S. and a large crowd
spent several hours upon the water.
The inclemency deterred many who
intended going, but the several hun-
dred taking the outing had a fine time
andhittie unionists are pleased With
the sfecess of the affair.
forrnance excelled many of the high-
price regain, road attractions coming
here, and all those taking part in any
form should feel proud of the grand
impression made upon an appreciative
populace.
VOL. XXIV. NUMBER 8
CARS SHOWERED AT LAST! THE
WITH FLOWERS HEIR IS BORN A
TAKE PLACE OF STONES AND
BRICKBATS—SAN FRAN-
CISCO SITUATION.
Settlement of Street Car Strike
Seems as Far Off as Ever De-
spite Committee's Efforts.
San Francisco, May la—Despite
the efforts of the citizens' committee,
the settlement of the street railroad
strike seems as far off as ever. The
United Railroad officials decline posi-
tively to recognize Car Men's union
on the ground that it went out of
existence when the company dis-
charged its employes for disobeying
the order to appear for Work at the
car barns on Tuesday morning last.
This position taken by the company
acts as a handicap in any eforts )to
bring about a settlement, the °illy
answer received ifrom the officials
being that they have nothing to arbi-
trate and that they propose to run
the cars.
Two Cars Run.
Two cars were run yesterday with
more success, under protection of the
police. The mob was in evidence all
along the route taken by the cars but
outside of howls and jeering there
was no disorder and any attempts toFrank Stennenberg. This trial was block the road were promptly stoppedadjourned late yesterday afternoon
until 2 o'clock nexxt Monday after-
noon when it is expected the new
panel wilt be in attenance. Counsel
on both sides of the case were confi-
dent toay that a jury would be secur-
ed by Thursday or Friday of next
week at the latest, and they believe
that the taking of testimony may be
begun before the week ends.
'Well Satisfied.
It was said by a man active in the
management of the affairs of the fed-
eration today that the rank and file
of the federation were ,U last con-
vinced that there was to be no sec-
ret hearing or "railro:eling" of Hay-
wood, Moyer and Pettibcfne o the
QUEEN VIC GIVES BIRTH TO
A SON, AND ALL IS
WELL.
STATELY AND FORMAL
CEREMONIES OBSERVED
by the police escort. The apearance
of the cars were greeted with mani-
festations of approval by the better
element along the route taken and the
motormen on the cars were showered
with flowers and heartily cheered as
they passed.
Thus morning another attempt will
be made to operate the system and
just as many cars will be sent out
as the police will guarantee to pro-
tect, but until adequate protection
can be given by the municipal au-
thorities the complete resumption of
street traffic is impossible.
THE MUCH
-TALKED-OF EVENT
HAPPENED THURSDAY
MORNING.
%oungest Member of the Bourbon
Dynasty Will Be Known as
Prince of thhe Asturias.
Madrid. May to—Queen Victoria
gave birth to a son today.
In no monarchical country in the
world is the ceremonial observed ail
the birth of the first offispring of the
king and queen so rigidly stately and
formai as in Spain, and on this occa-
sion, so significant for the Bourbon
dynasty, with an heir to the throne
so anxiously awaited, nothing was
omitted front the courtly etiquette.
Front the monfent when Queen
Victoria was officially announced to
be approaching the period of mater-
nity, the most cnreful surveillance
was exercised cver her, in ordeti that
the hopes of the country should not
run any risk of being blighted.
Several months before her ac-
conohements according to Spanish
royal custom, the queen took up her
residence at the palace in Madrid to
a wait the anxious moment. Thence,
ac,conspanied by the Icing, she hen un-
dertaken from time to time pilgrim-
age to N'ariOlIS holy shrines to prey
for a safe deliverance, in the same
way as the humblest Spanish woman.
For quite a month preceding the
(Continued on Page Four.)
triaricrdis TRAINS NARROWLY 'ESCAPE
BEING CHRUSHED TO PIECES
BOULDER ESTIMATED TO WEIGH 320,000 POUNDS CRASHED
FROM MOUNTAIN SIDE DO WN UPON I. C. TRACK NEAR
KUTTAWA YESTERDAY MORNING—MR. TURNBULL WENT
TO MEMPHIS LAST EVENIN G — SUPERINTENDENT EGAN
ARRIVED HERE YESTERDA Y FROM LOUISVILLE—RAIL-
ROAD NEWS.
Passengers on the Louisville train
leaving here at 7:45 o'clock yesterday:
morning over the Ilinois Central and
also those on the train arriving here
at 9:30 o'clock from Hopkineville.
were breathing sighs of .relief yester-
day and considered themselves ItiCky,
that many were not crushed to death
by an ifknton boulder that came
plunging down the steep hill just this
side of Kutrawa, thirty miles out of
this city on thhe Louisville division
The huge rock Widest squarely in the
niiddle of the railroad track and it
took the weeckiiig crew many hams
to move it.
A -shore distance out this way from
}Ottawa the track rune through a
deep cut that has high bluffs upon
each side. The rock has rested upon
the side of the bluff for a long while
and it is believed that the heavy rains
of the past week had something to do
toward% softening the earth and other
ennsporte holding up the rnianmernith
boulder. Yesterday morning about
14:40 o'clock the ifonkinoville paesen-
ger train went whirling through the
cut coming towards Paducah, VIVI iti
had hardly Rotten out of eight before
the lunge boulder came crashing down
the mountain side with a loud rum-
bling noise and twinek the track with
a crash making are ear-splitelng
sound. In a few moments the pas-
senger train that left here at 7:45
o'cloek for touieville whirled around
the carve towards the cut and the
engineer espied the boulder. He
slapped on the brakes and brought
hi strain to a standetill.
The boulder stood like a monster
right in the way and it could not be
budged. The wrecking crew of this
city war telegraphed for and hurried
to the scene, The wrecking oitt6t
can pick.-up any obstacle weighing as
lunch35 100,000 pounds, but the crew
found they Were up against it in this
instance, as the boulder Was e•ti-
Mated to weigh 36o,orto pounds by
Colonel William Katteriohn. the big
quarry magnate who was en route to
'big rook field near Princeton. The
N•reck)er• labored with the boulder.
'hut con8d do nothing towards lifting
tit oat of the way. They had so tie
Inearty strong ropes :round 'bugle trees
standing beside the track and grard-
usably ski& the boulder off the rails
with blocks. pulley and tackle. It was
not until noon yesterday that the
rock was Rotten out of the way and
the train-9 allowed to proceed on to
heir destination.
Providence 'dealt kindly with the
pasoengers and crewe of both brains,
as she hoirkler would have crushedl
everything caught in its way, bring-
ing (lentil and destruction
Went to Memphis.
Mr R. J Turrilsull left last evening
foe Memphii .0 become molter rive-
drank of the shops there, while he is
succeeded here as master mechanic
by R. F. Fulmer. formerly general
foreman of the machine shops. It is
not yet known who will be named
the new general foreman by Mc. I. G.
Rawn, the superintendent of maihin-
ery for the entire system-. His auk:det-
ain, J. G. Nearer, arrived- yesterday
morning from the south and after
spending several hours in the city,
went on to- Cairo and thence to Chi-
cago. Foreman Joe Walker, of the
Princeton .hops was here yesterday,
and he is spoken if as Fulmer's sur-
f Ce490f. Superintendent Here.Superintendent Egan, of the Louis-
'ilk division, arrived lent evening and
goes back um the division today. ,This
is his first trip here since being sum-
moned before the interstate com-
merce commission to answer to the
charge of abusing coal operators,
Wm. Fades and W. W. Jenkins, aftei!
the letter had testified last week; be-
fore the commicsintt ate Lonisille,
when there was being ineeetigated
the compleint that the T. C. discrimi-
nated in this state on furnishing cam
to c°411 
mines,
Pceton Depot.
The onotrac tore are at work
tering the new union depot for the
Illinois Central railroad at Princeton
and expect to finish within a few
days, When the other ineelhanice will
put the finisibing touchee to the hand-
sortie -stitsct tire. which is'ineie commie
dintse and conveniently at:mewed dean
the Pseleseets depot. The ofSelahvex-
pect to begin occupying the building
about' the middle of next month. ,
•
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At the Churches
Bishop Charles Woodcock will air-
-rive this evening at 6 o'clock froin
Louisville an preach tomorrow at
to:45 o'clock the marrying and at
7:30 o'olocic in the evening, at the
Grace Episcp church. In the
meriting there will be a class of bap-
tism and a etass, of confirmation at
the evening worship. Monday at noon
he returns to Louisville to preside
over the annual convention of the
Kentucky diocese of Episcopalians,
which opens its sievertal days' session
Tuesdiay morning. ReOnar David C.
Wright will 'accompany the bishop, as
will the delegates to be named to-
morrow at Grace church.
North Twelfth Baptist.
Sunday school worship will be held
429 2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
at the North Twelfth street Baptist
mission church. At—. 7:45 o'clock in
the evening Rev. Perry Martin, of
Jackson, Tenn., will fill tthet
preaching on "Old Time Religion.',
First Christian.
"Business in Christianity" will he
spoken on tomorrow morning by Rev.
Samuel B. Moore at the First Chris-
tan church. "What Think Ye of
Christ" will be the theme for the even
ing discourse as 7:45 o'clock Sun-
day school occurs at 9:30 a- m. and
thhe Junior Endeavor gathers at 2:30
p. m.
First Baptist.
Rev. Calvin M. Thompson of' the
First Baptist church speaks on "Con-
structing God's Highway" tomorrow
morning and on "The Greatest !Name
in History" at the evening hour.
Special musical features will prevail
at night.
Rev. Owen's Appointment.
Rev. 1. J. Owen pretes at Little
Cypress tomorrow rnoirig, and at
the Methods* church on West Ten-
nessee stineet at the' evening hour.
Rural Church.
Rev. We J. Naylor of the Paducah
city nvitrtions fills the pulpit tomor-
row morning and evening at the
Sakrn Methodist church.
Trimble Street Methodist.
"Divine Leadership" is the theme
for tomorrow morning's sermon at
the Trimbk street Nfethodist church
by Rev. George W. Batiks. He fills
the pulpit at night time also.
Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian.
Rev. J. R. Henry of the Kentucky
avenne Presbyterian church preaches
on "The Chside and the Goal" tomor-
row morning, and on "Felix" at the
evening Sour.
First Presbyterian.
Rev. W. E._ Cave discourses on "In-
dividualism" tomorrow morning and
on "The Word of the King" at night
time at the First Presbyterian church.
Mechanicsburg Christian.
Sunday school worship will be con-
ducted at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow after
noon et the Mechancsbneg Christian
church.
Second Baptist.
Rev. L. G. Graham fills the pulpit
tomorrow moroing and evening al
the Second Baptist church.
Tenth Street Christian.
"Joseph Forgiving Brothers" is
the subject of the Bible school lesson
at 9:30 o'clock trenorrow morning at
the Tenth street Christian church.
At ii o'clock Rev. George H. Farley
will preach on "The infalible Test"
WEDDING
PRESENTS
SEE OUR STOCK OF
CUT GLASS, HAND
PAINIt D CHINA
AND
SILARWARE
J. L. Wanner
JEWELER.
311 BROADWAY _PHONE 53-rj
while at 8 o'clock in the evening his
theme will be "The Suffering Savior
—The Christ of Prophecy." All are
cordial] y welcomed.
Broadway Methodist.
'Rev. W. T. Bolling of the Broad-
way Methodist church preaches' on
"Christ's Final Appeal" tomorrow
morning. He fills his pulpit at the
everting hour also.
German Evangelical.
Rev. William Bourquin of the Ger-
man Evangelical congregation con-
ducts services tomorrow morning in
the German language, while at the
evening hour he speaks in the Eng-
glish tongue, his subject being "The
Church and Its Work.". Monday
evening the quarterly meeting will be
held by the c`hUrch board.
German Lutheran.
'Worship will be conducted tomor-
row morning aral afternoon by Rev.
Berrea at the German Lutheran churcih
no South 'Fourth street.
Third Street Methodist.
.Despite the fact the weather was
inclement a large congregation at-
tended the service last evening at
the Third street Metbo6ist church,
where Rev. L. L: Pickett is conduct-
ing his series of grand- revivals, as-
sisted by Dirt Peter Fields, the pastor.
His theme last night was "Soul Win-
ning," and it was a strong effort, re-
sulting in one conversion and many
requests for prayer.
There was no worship yesterday
afternoon on account of the rainfall.
Worship will be conducted again to-
night, tomorrow morning at it o'clock
and evening at 7:45. At 2:30 o'clock
in the afternoon the meeting is for
men only, at Avhich time Dr. Pickett
will discourse an "The Devil's Three
Eyes." Every man in this city should
healer the sermon, as Dr. Pickett is. a
learned and talented divine of elo-
quence who deeply imernesees all hear-
ing
LAUGH AT IDEA OF
RIDING ON A RAIL.
Engineers Believe English Inventor's
Gyroscope System is Imprac-
ticable.
New Yorli, May lo.—Engineers and
railroad men of this city were enter-
tained, rather than seriously interest-
ed, today by the report from London
that Louis Bwerrrian, the torpedo in-
ventor, had devised a monorail system
of transportation by which care could
be run on a single rail with the cen-
ter of gravity above that rail, and
kept in equilibrium by means of gyro-
scopes--that is, rapidly revolving
dish:is—within the car.
New York engineers didn't seem
to be impressed. even when their at-
tention was called to a demonstra-
tion made before the Royal society.
, "The gyroscopic principle is well
known to scientists," said an eogiireer
now engaged in ekctrifying a branch
of one of She big railroads, "and
there is no question that a rapidly re-
volving disk will stay in its plane of
rotation. If any-01MR' should happen
to the gyroscope, what would become
of a rapidly moving train spinning
along on a single rail?
"Much would be lost in safety of
travel by the adoption of such a sys-
tem. even if it ceidd be made to wont.
Theoretically, somethirrg might be
gained in speed, but I donbt if there
would he any added economy in
operating expenses.
"It is time the munber of Wheels
and bearings wound be reduced by
one.half. But that saving would
probably be more than offset by the
cost of the gyroscope machinery. The
plan is to have the gyroscopes re-
volve in vacuums. To provide the
vacuums la a difficult and ex-
pensive factor in itself.
"The weight of the plant does not
seem to be in proportion to the esti-
mated powes. Vkleat can be done
with a model may he absolutely im-
possible with a real train.
"Railroad men and manufacturers
of rail and rolling stock surely have
inn caue to fear a revolution in the
bnsine4 The principle, at the most,
May bt4 applied to the transportation
on a still scale, of light packages.
There nit be some such start as
that, followed by natural co rcial
evolution, before the gyroscope and
monorail system, here suggested. exit
be considered seriously as a subeti-
tette for- present methods Of trans-
port itrg passengers."
LONG TIE-UP EXPECTED.
As Result of Strike of Union Miners
in Knox County.
Itarboinvifle, Ky., May 10.—Union
miners have walked nut at the Cum'-
}Arland mines leased by Col. John. G.
itliarthiewe, of this city. The direet
cause was a lowering of thie wage
scale, it is claimed. The mines are
nine miles Irons here, on tire Cum-
berland railroad, and are the most
important in this dictrict. The mines
owners are taking a hem stand, while
the miners hae the backing of the Union labor won its first victory
minion, snit the indications are for a in the present Illinois legislatore and
long tie-tip. • 14-11e raikenaela suffered a defeat when
Nothing approaching a clash has taw house &Hared overwhelmingly
orelereefri although some exeltetneek,airainat the policy of certain railroad
was caused early this week by an ex- snd express companies who force
plosion of dynamite. Only one other their employes so jolts benefit and
.niniog plant in Knox county is oper- t relief aesociations and to sign con-
aired by anion labor. tracts relieving Owl' employes fret,'
No
Need
To
Suffer
WRI'FIC US FREELY
and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and stating your age. We will send you
FREE ADVICE, in plain sealed envelope, and a val-
uable 64-page Book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladles' Advisory Department, The
Chattanooga Medldtie Co., Chattanooga, Fenn.,
G al
Why Be Sick?
Ladies, do you suffer from headache, backache, sideache, waist-
pains, irregular habit, weakness, nervousness, irritability, general mis-
erableness and lack of ambition? If so, much of your pain and
suffering is needless, for it is due to diseases peculiar to your sex,
which can be cured by proper treatment For over 50 years
Wine V°
Wo111, f
izehe
has been benefiting these diseases in the persons of over a million women, of whom Mrs.
W. H. Gage, of 232 N. Clark St., Chicago, is one. She writes: 'I was taken sick
three years ago and was in bed six months. Since then I have been troubled with head-
ache, backache, leg-ache and awful bearing-down pains. I could get no relief WWI I
began te take Wine of Cardui. I have now been taking It about six weeks and I feel
like a new woman. My friends hardly know me." Try it for your trouble.
At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles
•
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32 NOTES FROM THE
LABOR WORLD.
UtattittattUttlaUttUttUttU
A new State Federation of Labor is
being organized in Kansas to be affil-
iated with the American Federation
of Labor.
Governor Warfie'd of Maryland
has appointed George P. Nichols
president of the Typographical union
of Baltimore, as a delegate to the
annual conference of the National
Civic Federation to be 'held in Chi-
cage, May 2o to 31
The Scottish Co-operative society
was organized in 1862 with a capital
of less than $9,000. Now it has a
capital of more than $14.soo,000.
In New York one out of every 19
persons is a member of a labor or-
ganization In England the propor-
tion is one in every 22, in Germany
one in 31, in France one in 50, in
Italy one in 125, and in Spain one in
every 325.
The policemen at Tours, France,
recently formed a union and placard-
ed the town with printed statements
of their grievances. Soldiers ejected
them from their barracks.
Repeated protests have been made
from British Columbia to Ottawa
against the arrival of large numbers
of Hindoo immigrants, who are con-
sidered more objectionable than the
Chinese from a labor standpoint.
A plan which contemplates sup-
planting negro plantation laborers of
Louisiana with state imported white
immigrants from Europe has been
announced by Charles Schular, State
commissioner of Immigration and
Agticuture.
Eleven hundred boiler makers and
their helpers struck recently in Chi-
cago at the plant of the Chicago
Shipbuilding company after their de-
mand for increased wages had been
refused by the company.
The American Shipbuilding com-
pany has threatened to close all its
yards, on the Great Lakes and spend
something like $2,000,000 before it
will yield to the demands of theNhip-
builders' union.
The next his movement for higher
wages on the part of the railroad
brotherhoods will be directed against
the eastern railroad systems, and the
Leaders of 15o,000 employes are pre-
paring to take joint action. Every
'branch of labor wil bc represented
with the possible exception of the
switchmen, who got an increase last
fall
Kansas City is the heaquarters
of six international organization: of
organized labor, having a conizined
membership of nearly ammo, The
organizations are the Railway Car-
men, Railway Clerks, Brotherhood of
1:tattier Workers, Brotherhood of
Boiler Makers, the Sheet Metal
'Workers and the Coopers' Interna-
tional union.,
The new Japanese Labor party's
program includes opposition to
monopolies, and favors universal male
and female suffrage, a general in-
crease of wages and reduction of
hours, the abolition of capital punish-
meets and of titular distinctions, fun-
damental reform in taxation and ar-
bitration of all international disputes.
all liability in case of injury or death. I
By a vote of too to 21 the house
passed a bill declaring such contratcs
in the future illegal and no bar to
damage suits in case of accidents.
The Illinois State Federation of La-
bor and the various railway brother-
hoods were largely instrumental in
securing the passage of the measure.
SHRINERS GIVEN GOOD TIME
Los Angeles. Cal.. May to.---The
most successful meeting ever held by
She Imperial Council of the order of
the Mystic Shrine has come to an
end so far as business is concerned,
but it will be several days before the
thousand of visitors quit the land of
sunshine and turn tittle faces home-
ward. The magnificent entertains
merit provided by Los Angeles for the
visitors reached its climax today in
the great floral parade, wirh its milts
of automobiles, tallyhos,. carriages
and other vehicles georgonsly decor-
ated with countless thousands of
roses, carnations -and other varieties
of buds and blossoms.
Tonight, Al Mataikah temple of
this city gives a grand brill and bans
puet in honor of the imperial council
and tomorrow the visitors will go to
San Gabriel to enjoy a typical Span-
ish barbecue and bullshead breakfast
ARBOR DAY IN MAINE
Augusta, Me May to.—Arbor day
was observed in Maine today by the
it:hoots anti various societies. In his
pre:clams-ion setting aside the day
Governor Cobb emphasized the ne-
cessity of paying more attention to
the forests in the future than has
been done in the past. In hie proc-
lamation he said in part:
"The future of Maine's material
posterity and development nil! de-
pend upon the care amid treatment
bestowed upon her greatest natural
heritage, the forests. A public sen-
timent in laver, of their reasonable
preserration and increase will secure
to succeeding genieratione the name
charmer of sect:cry and the same econ-
omic advantages now enjoyed by our
own, arul this sentiment rffiould be
fostered and cherished by all."
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS
AT TOPEKA, KANSAS
Topeka. Kan.. May to.—Commer-
cial Travelers, "knights of the grip,"
flocked into Topeka in large mum-
hers today for tube annual meeting
of the United Commercial Travelere
of Kansas and Oklahoma. The roll
cal. at the opening session showed
delegates on hand from Oklahoma
City. Wichita, Clay Center, Guthrie,
El Reno, Fort Scott, Emporia Par-
sons, litnchinson and a number of
other points. (Reports were true-
witted -today showing the affairs of
the Grand Council to he in a highly
satisf ictory condition. The conven-
time will close toenorrnw with the
-etectiorr -of-b .
OKLAHOMA EDITORS
McAlester. Okla., May to.—Editors
anti newspaper men of the two ter-
ritories, comprising the Oklahoma
State Press Association, began their
animal meeting here today. The pro-
gram extent& over two day s and
calls for addretoree or papers by
President Omer K. Benedict of Ho-
bart. F. 11. Greer of Guthrie, W. S.
Sterrett of Durant. Henry P. Rob-
bin : of Sotsth IsfeAketer, L. T. Rus-
sell of Admore, Leslie G. Niblack
of Guthrie, Co). C. B. Douglass of
Momittogee and others.
A Strange Disease
There -has been a number of cases
o sickness in the vicinity of Elk-
horn in Springville that had many
of the symptoms of Asiatic cholera,
Dr. j. H. MicSwain," -Wealth officer,
made a microscopic examination, but
flailed to find tiny cholera germs.
The manner in which patients con-
tracted -the disease -indicated that it
was contagious or infectious.—Paris
(Tenn) Post-Intellgeticer.
FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Beautiful Frarried Picture
The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 I-2 by
7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $1
for the year's subscription to their
great semi-weekly paper and Farm
Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and
old subscribers, If you she taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-
ful pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
art, done in nine colors. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. If
tisis one is desired, order Net: to, "The
Spring Girl" No, to or "The Summer
Girl," wears a light brown picture
hat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
with a bunch of very pretty flowers at
her breast. The remaining picture, or
No. 12, is a three-quarter length pic-
ture representing "The Winter Girl,"
with a long coat, boa about her neck
and a muff.
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are all Mack. To tell them
from real ebony it would be necessary
50Th- thins from the waN for on-
amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home
There is nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They car not be
duplicated in the retail stores /or lest
than so cents. The best recommends.
tion that we can give them is to lug
that if you are not thoroughly satis-
fied with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the pie,
ture to them.
If you are already a subscriber tc
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC
or if you want only the agriculture/
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silvet
dime for one year's subscription tc
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best' serni•
weekly family paper in the country,
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing farm monthly in America.
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year and
one of these handsomely framed pic-
tures, all for only 81.
Remit by postoffice or expresso
money order, registered letter or banli
draft. Do not send personal cheeks.
Write name and address plainly. A&
dress all orders to the St. Louis Re.
',abbr. St. Louis, Mo.
CARNEGIE LIBRARY
IN GOTHAM
iNew York, May to—The twenty-
first branch building of the New York
Public Library, to be erected fonts
the Carnegie fund, was dedicated this
afosrnson. The building is located
in East Fifty-eighth street and will
house about 30,000 volumes. Whets
present plans have been carried' out
no section of the metropolis will be
without its Carnegie library. Three
more branches are about ready itat
open, two in Staten Island and one
in Harlem.
Edgar W. 1Whittemore
Real Estate- Agency
Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Building.,
ftDOAR W. WHITTEMORE, Pub-
ask Es.
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BIG (piALE
WAR PAPER
Read these Prices they will help
you make your bed rooms look
fresh and new.
GET YOUR ORDERS IN BEFORE THE RUSH COMES ON.
8 cent wall paper going at 5c per roll
no cent wall paper going at 8c per roll
IS cent wall peper going at 
 
toe per roll
20-cent wall paper going at. isc per roll
All high grade papers in proportion. We have on hand a good
lot of canvas and la: Building and lining papers and picture frames,
and window shades. tftliatin•iiki.:
C. C. Lee
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SEVERE ECZEMA
CURED IN SOUTH
Suffers Three Years—Hands and
' Eye Most Affected — Employed
Doctor to No Effect—Now Entirely
' Recovered and Will Recommend
CUTICURA REMEDIES IN
,All PARTS OF PARISH
r "My wife was taken badly with eo-
Mina for three years, and she employed
a doctor with no
ise effect at all until
"Ilk she employed Cu-
ticura Soap and
Ointment. One
of her hands and
tt,11 OA 
her lett eye were
badly affected,
and•  when she
n',4(
CuUcura Soaputi
1 would atop
Ointment the se-
sem& cans* back,0 but very slightly;
al built did bar a sight of good. Then we
complied with the Instructions in using
the entire list of Cuticura Remedies
and my wife is entirely recovered. She
thank, Cuticura very much, and will
reoommend it highly in our locality
and in every nook and corner of our
parish. God bless you for the sake of
suffering humanity. I. M. Robert, Hy-
•dropolis, La., Jan. 5 and Sept. 1, 1906."
SOUTHERN MAN CURED
-40110iterribla Eczema by Cutkura
Iii Six Weeks.
with seam& and I had the beat
"Some time ago I suffered terrmillmt
oat attendance, but the more medicine
I took the worse it seemed to get. I
kept on with medicine for about five
weeks until I saw the Cuticura Rem-
edies advertised, and I at once pur-
chaesd the Cuticura Soap, Cuticura
Ointment, and Cuticura Resolvent, but
had not tbe slightest hope of them
curing me. After I had used the first
set of the Cuticura Remedies I saw the
Improvement, and in Just six weeks my
at& was as smooth as ever. I advise
any one suffering from this terrible
Macto use the Cuticura Remedies.
a. likelljes. 132 Spring St..
a. C.. June 12, leoe."
did Wan& Mouses% Mx
Ciddrekand Adults for1 IL9stamebe ;es?
_ 3‘reiltatindeptel to
1=trami..._ 16.6. 11Thj 44 =
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THIS IS MY 64TH BIRTHDAY"
—Admiral Alezieff.
Eugene Ivanovitch Alexieff, who
was the Russian viceroy of the Far
East, at the beginning of the Russo-
Japanese war, wag born in the pro-
vince of Tavrichesk, May ti,
Itis education was obtained in the
AM. Sava, cadvt corps and on the sea. In
the early years of his service his
empty pun* and scarcity of family
friend; compelled him to confine his
• talents to shipboard, and he made
the record of twenty campaigns in
twelve years. That is to say, be put
in twenty periods of sea service of
six monah.; each %idiom a break of
islaire service For this he was dec-
orated with the cross of St. Vladi-
mir of the fourth clap.. He was not
In the Russo-Turkish war. His first
visit to the Pacific wa• made in ISM.
when he took out the cruiser Afrilaa
.for five years. By a combination of
'Wustry and geniality he was brought
lender the personal notice of the pres-
ent czar's father, who appointed him
naval witache to the Russian embassy
et Paris In 1n92 he was appointed
chief of the general PtAff of the na-
val department at St Petersburg and
scummed to rear admiral: Later he
secured for himaeW the command of
the Pacific squadron and during the
two years he held this peat he aided
in the conetraction of the Trans-Si-
berian railway and promoted the
policy H.t brought Manchuria within
the sphere of Russian infltience. A•
a reward for !hi* service he will
Mo.& viceroy of the Far East and
at the outbreak pif hostilities with
# Japan was IT114ie commander in chief
of the Russian forces, The early re-
verse" in the campaign, however.
speedily brought :bout his dismissal
and he consequently escaped the
blame tiers attached to the disastrous
defeats which Russia met later in
the war.
p.
BOY al CONFESSES TO
SCORE OF BURGLARIES.
Fluded Cincinnati Police By Fleeing
to Chicacgo Each Time.
Cincinnati. May ici.—John Oohs, iR
arelirs of Nee, has confessed to more
then a acrwe of burglaries, according
to ittatementa of police officials who
have given him several severe "sweat-
lows." He seas arrested yesterday at
big hare on Rates avenue in the
West 'Erni. having beett found con-
. embed under a bed. • For several
wee k% detectives have been on his
trail, hot he „elnded them, they say,
by Oeing to Chicago as coon as he
*Rd Cunntnitted a burglary.
'ILLINOY" BILL KILLED:
SAY IT AS YOU PLEASE.
• Springfield. T. May to.—All the
inhabitants of 111Inois and strangers
-within. and without the gates may
pronrionce "Millais" as they please
-without violating or showing con-
tempt for any law. liturrey'li bill
,. providing that the proper legal pro-
nunciation of Illinois is, and of a
right ought to he, "Hlireny." was de-
feated in the house.
After a man gets about so drunk
he thtlika other people think he isn't.
COSTLY THROWS
INDULGED IN
HEAVING BRICKS THROUGH
WINDOW COST ROBERT
OTEY $5o.
J. M. Panky Was Released and the
Forgery Charge Against Him
Filed Away.—Police News
Robert Otey indulged in about the
costliest throwing he has ever done,
when Judge Cross informed him in
the police court 'yesterday morning
that it would cost him just $50 and
the trimmings for the brick heaving
feat Otey performed. He threw many
bricks at the house of Myra Webster
and through the windows, and this
was what caused the judge to pass
out a bunch of dollars fines for him.
Until today was continued the case
charging R. M. Clemens, colored,
with blocking the public crossing at
Fourth and Broadway, and refusing
to move when so directed by Officer
Walter Shelby, who whacked the dar-
key one across the head with his
billy and laid open the scalp.
The petty larceny charge against
Robert Cook, who is accused of steal-
ing a $4 carpet from Chris McMalin,
was postponed until today.
The court filed away the warrant
charging J. W. Panky with forgery
at Blytheville, - Ark. The authorities
of that city did not want to come
for him so he was turned loose.
The court dismissed the warrant
charging Dr. B. A. Washburn with
engaging in a fight with a painter
over a bill the latter owed the phy-
sician.
R. G. Futtrell was dismissed of the
charge of using insultiflg language.
HUSBAND MINOR;
WIFE GUARDIAN
Can't Smoke, Can't Drink, Unless
She Says So.
(Chicago Examiner.)
When Mrs. Esther Delaney, pretty
and twenty-two years old, was ap-
pointed guardian of Walter J. De-
laney, 28 Whiting street. her bus:
band who is twenty and a minor,
in the Police Court, she at once de-
cided to run the Delaney menage
according to her own ideas.
Vivacious Mrs. Delaney is the first
wife on record to be made conserva-
tor of all her husbands worldly goods
and dictator of his habits and general
mode of living. She and Delaney
are as happy as can be together,
but that fact has not prevented the
wife torn laying down a code of rules
for her husband which is as interest-
ing as her guardianship is unique.
"I am his legal guardian as well
as his wife now." she declared, "and
he will have to do just as I say. I
am doubly the ruler of this house-
hold now. The court is behind me."
Lays Down Domestic Laws
Here are some of the domestic
laws Mrs. Delaney declares she will
enforce
liar husband may smoke as many
cigars or pipes of tobacco as he
wishes away from home, but not one
in his own domicile.
(yIfae may have three glasses of beera t
Ile must be at home at 6 o'clock
in the evening and stay there.
He must be prepared to walk the
baby at all hours of the night without
a murmer.
He must be willing to wheel the
gocart in the parks on Sunday.
Ile must take his wife to a theatre
at least once a week.
Prices of new gowns and new bon-
nets must not be too closely cen-
sored and the bills must be met
promptly.
There will be other statutes in the
Code Delaney in time. They will
be formulated as .o.iasion warrants,
and—enforced.
"1 will regulate the nupaber of my
husband's cigars," said airs. Delaney,
if it would be of any use.- But when
he is at work he can smoke as much
as he likes and never be the wiser.'
I would allow him three cigars a (lay
if I had my way. But he shall not
smoke at heme."
Tobacco Ruins Lace Curtains.
Here Mrs. Delaney put down a
shapely foot emphatically.
"I don't like the smel of tobaco.
Besides it simply ruins lace curtains.
"I am a tolerant person and I do
not- disapprove of a man's drinking
if he drinks in moderation. I do not
care how hot the day is, three glasses
of beer' are enough for my hus-
band. It doesn't malte much differ-
en.ce how much a single man drinks.
"A husband's- place in the evening
is in his home. During my husband's
minority and as long as I am his
guardiati.4hat is where he will be.
if / ha in mnd to make a ruling
upon the amour) of. money my hus-
band shall turn over to me at the
week end. But he always has been
good in that respect."
• Mr. Delaney-is one of 'three heir*
to 'his mother'a estate, which is soon
to be sold. A guardan was neces-
sary to sign the deed. That is the
reason of his wife's apRointment.
CONTRACT FOR Ei LiTHE AUDITORIUM The qutable•le
Assurance Society
OF THE UNITED STATES
 
PAUL MORTON, President. 
OFFER.S TO ,THE PUBLIC THE
CONTRACTOR ANDY .NIEMAN
WILL DO THE WORK FOR
CHAUTAUQUA.
The Seats Will be Arranged in Circus
Form Under the Huge Audi-
torium Shed.
The Chautauqua promoters have
awarded the contract to Contractor
Andy Nieman for , the auditorium
building tp -be constructed upon the
Wallace park geounds where the chau
tauqua will-be given next month. The
building will cost $2,ctoo and work
starts on it at once.
The structure will be in the nature
of a huge shed, without sides, the
sole object of its need being to house
the people in case of inclement
weather. Last year the huge tent
blew down several times but fortun-
ately no one happened to be under
it either time, therefor no one were
hurt. This proved to the chautato
qua promoters that it was best and
safer to have a building constructed
and this will be done, getting it com-
pleted in ample time for the opening
the middle of next month.
The seating capacity will be about
2,000 and the seats arranged in cir-
cus form as last summer„ , that is
the raised seats at the outer edge,
while the center-iwill be filled with
chairs on the same level.
There will not be any flooring un-
der the shed, the seats sitting right
on the ground, while the roof will ex-
tend over at the edge to such a dis-
tance that during rainfalls none of
the water can blow underneath.
U. C. V. SPECIAL TRAIN
TO RICHMOND REUNION
Leaves Neshville Monday, May 27th,
at 3 p. m. Over N., C. & St. L.
Railway.
Troop A and Company B, Confed-
erate Veterans, have selected the N.,
C. & St. L. railway and S. A. L. rail-
way. via Atlanta as their official rotate
to the Richmond reunion and ar-
rangements have been made for a
special train of Pullman( Standard
tourist sleepers, - comfortable day
coaches and baggage car to run
through to Rifimond. The change
in date of departure to the 27th was
ma& (to as to take in the Jamestown
Exposition before the reunion. Spe-
cial train will arrive at Richmond
Tuesday afternoon and early Wed-
nesday morning a (lay trip will be
made down the James river passing
Jamestown island and many points
of interest. Several deys will he spent
at the exposition and then return to
Richmond by boat up the James river
in the dav time. Special will leave
Richmond on return trip after the
parade and unveiling of Davis Monu-
ment Monday, June 3, arriving at
Nashville Tuesday afternoon. Round
trip rate from Paducah to Richmond
only $16.8o; boat ride to Jamestown
Exposition and return $1.5o Leave
Paducah over N.. C. St St. L. railway
at 7:45 a. rn, arrive Nashville I :32 p.
in ample time to connect with the
special.
If you are interested call at N., C.
& St. L. city ticket office. 43o Broad-
way, or write to W. L. Manley. gen-
eral paseenirer agent, Nashville, Tenn.
PASSENGERS SHOT IN
FIGHT AS SHIP SINKS.
Bodies of Victims of Poitou Disaster
Bear Bullet Wounds.
Montevideo. Uruguay, May to.—
An official report from the govern-
rnents'indennonties on the spot says
that all but thirteen of the pa.scri-
ger., moetiy Spanish emigrants of
the French steamer Poitou, wrecked
off San Jose Ignacio, have been res-
cued. Seven are known t(i have been
drowned arid six are listed as missing.
Another report says that twenty-two
persons perished. Some of the dead
show balks wounds, apparently re-
ceived during dc.sporate struggle for
safety.
KELLY VS SULLIVAN TONIGHT
Los Angeks, Cal., May to.—lingo
Kelly. the Chicago , middleweight.
awl Jack (Twin) Sullivan who are
to meet in the main bout tonight all
the Pacific Athletic club, have fin-
ished their work of preparation and
appear to he in good shape for the
contest. The bout is announced as
being- for the middleweight chami-
pionship, and the articles call for
twenty rounds at 158 pounds. As
the dare for the mill approached the
public interest has increased to a con-
siderable degree and the club expects
a large crowd at the ringside.
MEMORIAL DAY IN CAROLINA
Raleigh, N. C., May to.—Today was
observed in North and South Caro-
lina as Confederate Memorial day.
The chief ceremonies were at Char-
lotte, Wilmington, 'Charleston. 'Ashe-
ville and Raleigh.
A college of foreign languages has
been opened in Canton, China, the
port from which most emigrants sail
to distant pacts of the globe.
New Standard Life Insurance
Prescribed by the Newffork State Law.
THE POLICY has been frametlito insure to :eachlic—y-liOlderjthe fullest
protection, and every appropriate benefit.
It is UNCONTESTABLE and .UNR.ESTRICTED after the !first year.
DIVIDENDS are paid ANNUALLY. ,Liberal loan and surrender values are
granted. Policy payable at maturity, either in CASH or INSTALLMENTS.
Or the money may be left with the Society at interest. Or the Insurance may
be converted into anannuity
THE COMPANY The financial strength of the: Society; its:promptness
and liberal dealing with the public; its many reforms; the conservatism and
economy with which its affairs are administered, guarantee to its policyholders
insurance that insures—protection that Fret ct
FOR. FURTHER. PARTICULARS APPLY TO
HENRY J. POWELL
Equitable Building Louisville, Kentucky
Unit ttit
tt
it A COSTLY MONTH
t: /3 13 11 ta 13 fa 13 1:11 ft
The unfavorable weather of the
past month has cost the country
many millions of dollars. The
fruit crop has been almost destroy-
ed, the early vegetable crop is
practically ruined, the early berry
crop has beert greatly curtaikd,
truck farmers have suffered severe
tones, and the wheat and cotton
crops have been injured.
The blight has been general. To
the south and in more northern
zones the effect has been the same.
The New York Commercial has this
to say . "What, is going to be the
outcome of this cold weather? It is
a question that is asked with a great
deal of seriousness just now by the
horticulturists and the farmers of
the country. It is the most unsea-
sonable April in many yeras. The
lapse into winter, while apparently
being of a purely transitory character,
bore destruction on its breath in many
quarters. Nor is there any assurance
that the milder atmosphere of the
present day may not be shrouded
by another snowfall or a nipping
frost before thel'weed is done. It does
not require she unfaiiling testimony
of the oldest inhabitant to assure us
that it is all most rerrrarloabk. Na-
ture in the ordinary course of events
had, as usual, provided for the regu-
lar rotation of the season. The
sap went up in the trees, and the
buds sprouted -.forth. The result is
that the fruit crop of tow is going
to be inexpressibly shorn In souse
localities there will be nothing to it
—it will be an utter failure. 'fruck
gardners, promoters of early fruits
and vegetables, ate the most direct
and immediate strf feirers. Their
losses amount to hundreds of thous-
ands of dollars: nor can they well re-
paid them. The transition from
winter to summer is likely to be
!sudden As to the effect the snows
and cold on the general agriculistrat
situation of the country, that re-
mains to be calculated.
No state has suffered more than
Tennessee. In Kentucky and Ala-
bama arid Georgia it is as in Tennes-
see. The fruit crop will be very
small. The early vegetable crop
is so nearly ruined as to necessitate
another planting. This means a
delay in supply and an increas.e in
the p.rice.—Exchange.
JAPAN AND THE
UNITED STATES.
Berlin Hears They Will Soon Begin
Negotons for An Agree-
ment.
Berlin. May 9.---The Vostosche 7,ei-
lung asserts that it has received from
an official source the announcement
that theUnited States and Japan will
begin negotiations for an agreement
protecting their mutual interests in
the Far East. Editorially the paper
declares that America's motives, like
Great Britain's and France's, is fear
of Japan's power. It also predicts
'that Japan will tear up the tteaties
as soon as it suits her pttrpose to do
1e
American-German
National Bank
Capital  $230,000.00
Surplus and Undi-
vided Profits. . . 100,000.00
Stockholders' Lia-
bility  230,000.00
Total . . . .
Total Resources .
$560.00n.00
. $985,453.23
DIRECTORS
W. F. Bradshaw, J. A.
Petter, C. V. Rieke,
Thompson, President;
Ed. L. Atkins, Cashier.
Bauer, Louis F. Kolb, H.
Muscoe Burnett, Geo. C.
T. J. Atkins,: Vice-Pres.;
INSURE WITH
BEBOUT cli, SMITH
"Anything in Insurance"
OFFICE 306 B'WY PHONEI385 
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
$100,000
 
$34,000
nterest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
0. W.ieltbBERTSON, Prest N. W. VAN CULDI, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No. Igo.
tribicribe For The Register
THE REGISTER able to the street department, but theenigineering department that is charge *GREAT MAN AND
. expenses of She sewer. dePantluent ,
PUBLISHED BY THE. . has _gone way up land will inorease
Register Newspaper Company, much faster when the other district
(Incorporated.) is completed July I.
At Register Building, 523 Broadway. 1. The greatest saving made The city
40---- hias been the strteet flasher. The
JAMES E. WILHELM, President board of public works bought it lastao
OHN WILHELM,
BERT S. WILHELM, Secretary June for $1,050. The street cleaning
1 the first fous- months last year by the
1 obsolete method of sweeping andEntered at the Post-office of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail natter. dustneasiiig nuisance, cost the city
 
:$797.14; the cost doe/ cleaning the
One Year $5.00 streets with the flnsher for the same
Six Months
Three Months 
 
nas
One Week 
 
.10 saving of $545.14 in the four months,
 toe a saving of $1,635.42 in a year.
I
Anyone failing to receive this paper The flushing machine paid for itself
regularly should report the mitten to in less than eight months; not onlyThe Register office at once. Tele- was, them ,ip„t saving made, butphone Cumberland 318.
 about twenty auore blocks of im-
proved serieets dre hieing kept clean
y. _the rfi usher thltirt was the case'
---the sweeper lad used, and, the,
streets are cleaned oftener than. when
the old method was in vogue. The
flushing machine would have been a
good investment even if it did not
save a &dicta because it leaves, the
Saturday Morning, May it, 1907,
No Street Repairs This Year.
2
.50 period this year has been $252.00 Or a
The decision reached by the board streets clean and in a sanitary condi-
ad public works y,es•tierday that no eon, and can be operated in all kinds
permarrent repair's ears be made to the Of weather'
graveled streets and alleys of th,e city The board of public works pro-
posed to experiment with building a
bloats or two of street this year corn-
posed of armeel and tarand according
'to its figores atd allow of the city
engineer streets almost as good as
brick or bitulithic can be built for
less Onto one-half what the people
are now forced to pay. As Paducah
will not vote any more bonds for
streets the only hope for goad streets
is for the city to take up the work
and build a few blocks every yew,
hut the general council believes the
money carp be put to a better use by
building -sidewakks along onfrequere-
council to designate the aroomits for l ed streets. It may be good policy to
the various paeposes as required byl 9Perni the money on new work and
kw, but the general council refused neglect the old, but
to heed the request. The $j coo goes ter of time before
be alai:on-ern to all.
In the meantime
possess its soul in
this year win not be pleasing to the
taxpayers of Paducah, for it means
that .ihose atreets now in such bad re-
pair will grow worse as the year ad.-
vancee. Hoerever, it is not the fault
of the board of public works. That
body asked for the necessary funda
but the general eourucil refused to ap-
propriate the necessary funk* canting
the *mount for streets. $7,000 and
only appropriated $33,000. Of this
sum the general council has already
inauguarted enough new work to con-
$1r5,coo of deo sum,. The board
of public works asked the general
to -Streets," which includes new
streets, street repairs, sewers, street
cleaning, bridges and fills. The mat-
ter ..f new sheets is entirely with
ithe general council and the intersec-
tions of the new work mint be paid
for out of the street fund-the sew-
ers muat be kept open and in good
order and the streets must be kept
clean. Those iteme most come first
and then what is left the board of I
public,worke can speod for street re-1
ss.hira. 'Deducting the $15,000 required
for new work thus far cont.emplatiff
knees .$18,000 in the fend, of:anscannt $5,o3o has been tibent eihlte
street and 'sewer. departments,' Mar-
ina $13,000, of this arniOnnt something
dike $3.000 will be required for the
sewer department during the remain-
ing eight months of 1907. Thies
leaves $1o.000. and the street depart-
ment proper, during the Last eight
months of Two required $8,eoo and
winkle no permanent repairs, hence it
is but reasonable to suppose that it
cannot operate on leas during the last
eight months of this year. This will
/caw $r,soo at the disposal of the
board of public works. The widen-
ing oif the culvert on Broadway near
Fountain avenue will oost about $600
mod the intersections of the streets
In Harahan', boulevand, which hats
been held op pending the settlement
of a dispute, and which anvounts to
$500, will likely come up for payment,
leaving $400 which will be wiped out
by the street intersections on North
Nineteensih .asal Clay streets.
Not one dollar will remain at the
iffisposal of the board of public works
too ally other purpose whatever, so
dierin notlidi!g left for the boated to
4r) except to let the streets and alleys
fake Care of themselves. I.ess gravel
was wed by the city last )Car for re-
pairs than any year for Afteen years
pasts which means that the graveled
streets are wearing one. Already
owners of vehiclee are complaining
it is only a mat-
the „mistake will
the public must
patience and do
HIS LECTORES
COLONEL M. J. FANNING HERE
ON 111USI1NfESS REGARD-
ING SERIBS..
He Commences His Lectures May
and Continues Until End of a
That Week.
4
Colonel M. J. Fanning, one ot the
greatest temperance lecturers this
world has ever produced in the pres-
ent age, is in the city on business
connected with the series of addresses
he will deliver here, commencing May
19 at the Kentucky avenue Presby-
terian church, and -frnishing 'May 24
at the Tenth street Christian church,
which combines with the Second
Baptist church for the occasion.
Colopel Fanning has spoken to
more People in the large cities than
any similar lecturer in the country,
and he is a most familiar figure in
New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Cin-
cinnati New Orleans and other
places. He is an eloquent man, well
posted, impressive and forceful speak-
er of logic and breadth. He delivered
a lecture to a packed house one Sun-
day afternoon last summer at the
Broadway Methodist church, and is
i nct stranger in this community wherehe left hundreds of friends on his de-
parture.
His speaking engagements for this
'city are as follows:
Sunday May 19, j a. m.-Kentucky
Avenue Presbyterian church.
Ounday May 19, 3:30 p. nt.-Broad-
way Methodist church.
Sunday May 19, 7:45 p. m.-Trim-
lie street Methodist church.
Monday May 20, 7:45 p. m.
-Olivet
Baptist church (on Cairo pike.)
Tuesday May 21, 7:45 p. nt.--Me-
chanicsburg Methodist church...,
Wednesday May 22, 7:45 p.11.-
First Baptist church.
Thursday May 23, 7:45 p. m.-First
Churistiau church.
Friday May 24. 7:45 p. m.-Tenth
• street Christian church; union of this
and Second Baptist church.
like the board of public works-make '
the best it can of a bad situation. AT LAST! THE
The City Ligh.t.Plant.
On this page is published a report
from the superintendent of the city
light plant giving an itemized account
of the operating expenses of the
plant for the first four months of this
year and also the operating expenses
far ifille.csarne period last year. The
s'hounIng is a creditable one, and al-
though the city is maintaining 36
more street lamps this yean than it
did with the old plant last year, a
saving of $1,003.42 was made in Oper-
ating the plant. The coat per lamp
fo one four mintie1.s law year was
$22.26 and for this year it was P.3.33.
As the plant i's owned by the peo-
ple the superintendent's ttaternent
should be "canned by every taxpayer
in order that they may be posted as
to the conduct of their property.
Publicity on all public affairs is the
very best thing possible for the tax-
Payer's interest and opens the way
for criticism if a cause for it exists,
or to approve c,f the work of public
servants if it merits it. The policy
of the board of public works is to
give all publicity possible to the
affairs, of that body and the depart-
mente under its suPerniiion-
SHOTWELL SHOT WELL-
ALSO RAN WE1.L.
While Deputy Sheriff Whom He
Wounded May Not Recover.
Williantshorg, Ky.:May ion
-Sheriff
W. B. Croley, who wass shot Wednes-
day by John Shotivell, about twelve
mides from here, was brought, here
last night, Deputy Sheriff Zeb Ward
who was seriously wounded in the
SAIrle difficulty, is reported as resting
better this moving.  but is still at the
scene o e treat e. -
Wand is rewarded as fatally wound-
ed, Ins the bullet entered the left side
and pierced the internal organs.
Sheriff Croley wars only slightly
wounded in the thigh.
Shotwell, whi1 did the shooting, is
stil At large.
of the wT C t C0114,111011
streetia The general council is pur-
suing the policy of building more
new streets and 'sidewalks ann leav-
ing no Money for repairs. The re-
atilt of this shortsighted policy will
not he fully felt this year but in due
eoneee of time the grovel tercet*, of
Paducah will be a disgrace to the city
and it be impossible' tin Cate for
ehrin -'tit of the regular tax lens and
'then the only way out of the diffi-
culty is to raise the nsoncy by a bond
hist*, but the people Of Paducah will
never vote any mote bonds for street
newposes.
For the first -four-'month, of this
TEMPLARS MEETING.
Marseille People Preparing for the
Gathering Next Week.
Nlaysaille, Ky., eo. dispatches state,
is now being decorated by Cincin-
nati decorators in honor of the grate
conclave Knights- Templar next Wed-
nesday, Thursday and Friday. AU
the commainsberies in the state haveyear the board of public works has 'engaged quarters, and the old town is&tot the expenses of the street de- expecting one Of the largest crowds
ledrinvene proper considerably below its 11°1 i141/11111.Y. 91.11t C(1111161 has an-
_____ee
 
for the same 
nod
 
lam zed the empkiyment of two Gin-
nati detectives t osoot pickpockets„Year, and likewise the expense of the azI thieve&
HEIR IS BORN
(Continued from Page Or.)
auspicious event members of the
proud Spanish nobility have been in
constant attensiance at the palace as
A precaution against the umwelcome
strprise of a premature birth, whilst
the members of the royal family have
talams up their residence either in the
palace itself or near at hand in the
cepital.
Officials Called,
When at length Dr. Glendenirrg, the
young
 English doctor who attended
the queen, announced that the birth
was a matter of only a few hours,
urgent me doges were dispatched I.)
the prime minister, Senor Maar*, wedhis colleague% of the cabinet, the mili-
tary governor of Madrid, the members
of the diplonratic corps. the grandees.
the knights of the principal orders of
ohivalry. the leading military and cis il
authorities, arrd all the ladies and
geatlemleri attached to the court,
Soon all the officials) were gathered,
its full uniform and wearing the fejt-tering, insignia f,f their decorations,
in the grand reception room, gor-
geously draped with tapestry, adjoin-
ing the royal private apartments,
among those pretent being the Amer-
ican minister, Mr. Collier. There, in
suppressed excitement ainsl hushed ex-
pectancy, they waited, and then all
eyes were at by a movement
of the heavy cantaina at the end of
the apatratment. and the opening of
the door leading from, the royal
rooms
1111RNCE OF THE ASTURIAS!'
Will Be the Title of the Heir to the
Spanish Throne.
Madrid. May to.--The son born to-
day to King Alfonso and Queen Vie-
toria will, according to a decree of the
Spanish government, hear the title of
Prince of the Asturias. .
The principality of the Astetriac
was formerly the mountain refugee
of the aboriginal inhabitants, c,f
Spain, who remained there uncon-
(merest alike by Roman sand Moor.
In avany respects the Asturias is re-
stile cradle of. the Spanish
y. Hence the pride taken, itt
thecytete of Prince of the Antritriats.
to Victoria. the wither of the
royal infant. wag 'married to Ring
Alfonso art Madrid on May at, rood.
amid scenea of the greatest splendor.
followed by the honror of a bomb ex-
plosion, which killed scores of people
and narrowly inlayed the royal coach
in which their majenies were retOrn-
ing from chiencb.
Considerable etiquette and pit
licity attend the birth of a 'royal child
at Madrid King Alfonso signed a
decree ordering the necessary prepa-
rations for the presentation of the
child to the
 high officials of Spain
nod the diplomatic regriuseeuSetseat lone
accredited at Madrid 
 
 
(Hate'', y
after the birth. 'an,
Reductions 
 _atm.
Operating Expenses City's Electric Light Mir:-
-'Paducah, ; May 9,,i907.
• sae is dab bab
Mr. Jas. E. Wilhelm, President Board of Public Works.
Dear Sir:-In accordance with your request I herewith submit the figures showing the 0peratiitg expensesfor the city electric light plant for January, February, March and April, 1907, and also g c Slue months.ni 19°6: r
Jan o6 Jan o7
Salaries 
 315.00Extra Labor 
• 75 30.00Coal 
 ,146.81 115.63
Carbons 162.00 21.00
Boiler ,Insurance 
Liability Insurance 
. •
Light and Gas 
 
, 6.75
Electrical Supplies 
 140.58Other Expenditures ....... yt 115.75 110.75
Total e8E!„7.64
Credits a , Joao
592.38
10.00
Net Total 
 
 $77.64 582.38
195-26
Feb o6 Feb o7 Mar o6 Mar o7 Apr o6 Apr 07 Tot o6 Tot o7
315.00 295.00 315.00 265.00 315.40 105.00 1240.00 1140.00
6.75 5.00 21.00 11.75 187.15 139.75 215.65 186.50
it r.96 85.56 109.39 97.83 105.53 101.44 473.69 400.46
132.00 2.140 '.:107.00 21.00 k0,120 21.00 498.0
 84.00
15.00 30.00 15.00 30.00
256.32 250.00 256.32 250.00
6.35 13.00 7.25 7.65 6.75 6.ye S7.0o • 27.40
34-80 57.18 150.00 6480 38.22 390.18 9540
79.82 129.97 187.39 103.87 217.55 202.08 6ocket 346.61,
691.58 636.71 1153.35 7.57.15) zo03.78 774-24 3736.35 27(043taco 18.00 10.00 17 go 10.00 22.00 40c00 67.50
681.0 618.71 1143.35 739.60 993.78 75.2.24 3696-35 2692.9362.87 40175 241.54 1003.42
During the four months of r906 we maintained 166 greet lights, Sheoperating expenites held( U246 e_fi -light for the four months. This year we are maintaining 202 Streit- gelds the operating expenses Aar the fourmonths being $13.33 or $8.93 less per light than last year. The increase in extra labor for April, 1907, wasdue to removing many poles that were abandoned in overhauling and extending the lighting system last year.Early in 1906 the remodeling of the plant was contemplated and no
to keep the plant going. The operating expenses will show a material
months. Respectfully,
wc.rk whatever -was performed •texcept
decrease during the coming four or six
J. 0. KEEIBLER, Superintendent.
THE RIVER NEWS.
U St
SS ii Iti ii it if it U
RIVER STAGES.
Pittsburg, 11.1 rising.
Cincinnati, 25.8 rising.
Louisville, 8.8 rising.
Evansville, 21.8 rising.
Nit Vernon, missing.
Mt. Carmel, 5.8 falling.
Nashville, 28.4 rising.
Chattanooga, 13.3 falling.
Florence, to.o rising.
Johnsoavitle, missing.
'Cairo, 36.9 rising.
St. Louis, 19.9 rising.
Paducah, 29.3 rising.
Burnside, 19.6 falling
Carthage, 24.9 rising.
The steamer Chattanooga is being
brought here from Chattanooga,
Tenn., where she injored her hull,
that will be repaired on the marine
ways here. The Avalon will run in
her -place while she is laid up.
Captain Mike Williams yesterday
went to Memphis on business.
The steamer 1 ,'er went So Evans-
salle yesterday.
The rity of Savannah yesterday
left St, Louis and 'gets here tonight
bound for the Tennessee river_ She
has been laid up at St. Louis, and
this is her first trip for many weeks
Head Mate Conway Graden of the
Joe Fowler has resigned, and been
succeeed by Charles Mitchell.
Captain Frank Brown of the wharf-
boat has moved into the city from
his summer home- in Arcadia.
This afternoon the steamer Ken-
tucky gets out for the Tennessee
aver where she remains until next
Thursday night.
At 8 o'clolk this morning the Dick
Fowler leaves for Cairo and comes
back tonight.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to•
day from Evansville and departs at
noon on her return that way.
The Buttorff leaves Nashville to-
night, gets here tomorrow evening,
and stays until noon Monday before
getting out for Clarksville.
The Georgia Lee went up yester-
day bound for Cinicnnati from Mem-
phis. She arrives at the Queen City
next Tuesday and leaves Wednesdayy
c9ming back this way.
The Peters Lee will go down to-
morrow bound for Memphis from
Cincinnati.
The city of Sakiko passes out of
the Tennesse river tonight en route
to St. Louis
THE CONTRACTORS
AND CARPENTERS
(Continued from Page One.)
them the privilege of hiring either
union or non-union carpenters. If
allowed the "open shops" the contrac-
tors then agreed to. pay the carpen-
tees whatever they are- worth, if any
of them are worth $3.50 per day key
will he paid that, any worth ,Srper
day and any, worth $2 so per day
will be paid these sums. The carpen-
ters rejected this, and after discussing
matters until 10 o'clock, the meeting
broke up with no -understanding that
any additional conference will be
held.
The carpenters claim that every
unionist was admitted to the union
upon recommendation of the bosses,
therefore he is entitled to $3 if any
of them are, while the contractors
contend that some of the carpenters
do not know how to hang a door
pro erl , therefore the bosses desire
to grade the men and pay them what-
ever salary they think the mechanics
are worth.
Mr. J. A. Adams, one of the dis-
trict organizers for the carpenters
itilnrnational union, is here from St.
Louis helping the local mechanics' at:
tempt to adjult the controversy. It
looks like both sides are determined
to hold out, as several conferences
have already been held but neither
will accede a point from their origi-
nal stand. The carpenters state that
commodities of life have advanced
so greatly that they cannot make a
respectable living at reduced wages,
so ask for the slight increase.
U U Si 12 U ill U
a
u TODAY IN HISTORY. uSt a
a Si it tiUtittrifirtUnntt
MAY 11.
1153
-Death of David I., king of the
Scots, at Carlisle.
t8t2-Mr. Percival, Bridals premier,
assassinated by Bellingham.
1857
-Delhi captured by the Sepoys.1880
-Sir Alexander Tilloch Gault
appointed first high commis-
sioner for Canada in London.0489
-Father Iaarnien died in the lep-
er colony in the Sandwich Is-
lands.
Otos-Earl of Aberdeen became the
governor general of Canada.
alez-The Powers intervened in the
war between Turkey and
Greece.
1905-Tornado at Snyder. Okla.. kill-
ed 100 people, and injured many
others.
'attattaatrarsanassanan.
• NEWS IN BR/Er. st.
B
St 12 ssassastananauaart-
-Mr. Samuel Quisenberry has ar-
rived front Memphis sp take the man-
agement of ithe Western Union Tele-
graph company's office here and In
now in oharse. Mk. Qaisenberry at,-pram in much better hesiltb than whenhe left here several years ago and
sari he feels much better. His fatu-ity and mother are in Texas now, butjoin him here shortly.
-MT. Jacob Pollock, lot of St.
Louis, has taken charge of the Padu-
cah Jewelry Manufscrurilte compete".
-City Jailer Thomas Evitts re-
ceived * message yesterday that hie
nephew was dying of typhoid-onen-
mania at his home in Bandana. Heis the little boy of Mr. and Mrs. Fan
word Reasor, latter formerly Miss
Mamie Evitts.
BOY KILLS ANOTHER
WITH BASEBALL BAT..
Korvin-ilk, Tents, May tin
-Weiler
Armstrong iv dead iso she rem* of a
Wow from a baseball hat. Ile became
involved in a difficulty with Frank
Conner and Conner bit lam on the
head with a ban Both of the boys
are barely as their teens and are in-
risare• of she Knox money leitlustrieU
school.
Sale of Seasonable
Merchandise
Ladies Lace Lisle Hose . 25c
Ladies' Lace Lisle Hose
Ladies' Gauze Lisle Hose
49c
15c
Ladies' Gauze Lisle Hose 25c
Lad.es' Gauze Lisle Hose 49c
Ladies' Vesta Taferock ickc
Ladies' Silk Waists worth $5to $8, your choice $4.00
Ladies' Stock Collars 
40 inch India Linon
an inch India Linon
:1') in India Linon
19c
121/hc
 10c
8 1-3C
an inch Percale, light and dark
colors .. . 10c yard
Fine querty dotted Swiss
only 15c the yard
::fi issah white Linen, fine
sheer quality . 55c the yard
Fine Line Embroideries 8 1-3c to543c the yard
The Auto Cloth, looks like linen
vreari" bettor. 1217.4 154lard.
Fine Art Linen 29c to 50c the
yard.
MEN'S FURNISHING GOODS.
Fine Gauze Fancy or Plain Black
Half-Hose 15c. 2 for 25c.
F!ne Quality. Mercerised) finish,
25c the paid
Men's Shirts, that look like $1.00
Shirts, our price 50,
Beautiful line of Patten-, to select
front
J. R Rowberts
325 Broadway
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Sale Prices Will Continue
S A.-TUD A Y
If you were not here yesterday
come today.
317 BR.OADWAY
WANTS $2,000 DAMAGE
FOR JAS. %AKER'S DEATH
OLD TEACHERS RELIEVED OF
THE TROUBLE OF APPLYING
EVERY TEACHER NOW EMPLOYED IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
WILL BE CONSIDERED A CANDIDATE FOR RE-ELECEION,
UNLESS THEY NOTIFY THE BOARD .OTHERWISE 
— COM-
MITTEE MADE BLUNDER IV PURCHASING 250 NEW
DESKS FOR AUDITORIUM—FINAL LITERARY SESSION
YESTERDAY.
The teachers of the city schools
yesterday afternoon held their final
monthly literary session at the Wash-
ington building on West Broadway
and during the gathering all those
there were informed that instructors
now -employed were not to bother
Ithouselves his year with writing
out applications for their positions,
as the trustees would consider every-
one of the old teachers as being ap-
plicants for re-election tq their posi-
tions therefore it was not necesaary
for the teachers to go to the trout-Ay
of writing out their applications and
going to see each trustee personally.
Several months ago the board ord-
ered that there be published a large
batch of blank applications to be kept
in the trustees chamber. Some are
laboring under the erroneous impres-
slon that anybody applying for a po-
-ition as teacher for the next term
SUIT AGAINST ILLINOIS CENT RAL RAILROAD COMES UP FOR has to fill out one of these 'blanks
TRIAL TODAY, AS DOES THAT OF-W. . OLIVER VS. A. C. and put their application in in writing
to the board. This is wrong, as the
blanks are for use by any outsider
who wants to become a teacher. Any
time during the year if an outsider
wants a position they! fill out one
of these blanks and file it with the
board for reference when a vacancy
occurs. None of the old teachers
now in the service have to write out
an application and bother themselves
with going around to see the trustees.
The committee will consider all appli-
cations for their places, but has asked
the principal of each building to in-
quire if any teacher in the building is
not going to be an applicant. If any
old instructor does not want their
place back she can notify the trus-
tees so she will not be considered
when the election tomes off.
The committee on course of study,
which is the body that selects the
teachers to be employed next year.
and submits its selections to the en-
tire board for ratification, will not
take up the question of deciding who
shall teach until after arrival here
of Professor Carnagey, the new sup-
erintendent who takes charge of the
educational institution the Erst of
next August, but who comes here
for a month's stay, About May 20,
so as to familiarize himself with ton-
ditions in the meantime. The new
itiperintendent will visit every, room
and view the work of the teachers in
ceder that he will be in position to ad-
vise the committee when selections
are made.
OWSLEY AND OTHERS—FRED ROMAN GOT $5oo DAMAGES
—PETITION FILED TO FORCE JEWELER J. D. SOWERS IN-
TO BANKRUPTCY—OTHER TRIBUNALS.
Action docketed for trial today in
the circuit court are Felix G. Ru-
dolph, administrator of James Walker
as. Illinois Central; Rady, Phillips at
company vs. American Express com-
pany, W. Mike Oliver vs. A. G. Ows-
ley and others.
James Walker was run over and
killed by a train at Gravel Switch,
On the Louisville division of the road,
disong February. 1906. His estate
aces for $2,000 damages.
Rudy, Phillip & company bought
$391.75 worth of goods from Lewis
Penman of Now York, September 8,
sod. rellnaati shipped 41e goods
here in charge of the express com-
pany. Rudy, Phillips & company
cc,ntend the express company jest
$142.50 worth of thc articles, hence
snit for collection of the amount.
W. B. Smith...sawed Amos Owsley
several thousand dollars and Owsley
claims ft WA Agreed that a real es-
tate dealer was to pay off the debt
when the agent sold some .Arkansas
haat belonging to-Smittr.- The agent
did not pay the sum, -and Owsky
then transferred his claim to Lawyer
Oliver, who Sues the Arkansas matt
for •the amonnt claimed and makes
Owiley a co-defendant as a matter of
formality.
Wants Second /leering.
The plaintiff made a motion for a
new hearing of the suit of Maude
Balthaser against the Illinois Life
Insurance cortipany, but the judge has
not yet passed on the motion. She
chinas $2.0oo, the amount of a. policy
held in the compaorby her late hus-
band, L. P. llithialit. The jury de-
cided the case—hi favor of the com-
pany Mundial', end she wants a sec-
ond hearing now The company
claims she is ifititled,to only $3oo.
The plainti- fittlad the court to
take the petition for confessed in
the snit of the $Centucky and Indiana
Bank against flee 'Globe Bank and
Trost company. The plaintiff sues
the Globe Bank and etaoin slirdlu
the Globe hank for $2,000 claimed de-
posited in the tplobe to credit of the
-other bank, bet which money the
'Globe appropriated to a debt of Mr.
Ogden, who deposited the -money in
name of the Eitntucky and Indiana
bank.
SMOKE
000D
CIOARS
Good cigars are not all im-
ported.
Imported cigars are not all
good.
HOwever, every cigar we
ket*—whether imported or do-
mestic—is a good, satisfaction-
poorloting smoke.
J. fl. OehISChlarjer •
DRUGOIST
470114 AND BROADWAY
• 'a;
Judge E. W. Bagby was allowed
for two days services as special judge.
A continuance was given until the
fall term of court in the suit of J.
W. Pendley for Floy Pendley against
the Illinois Central railroad. The
girl wants $1,000 damages for injuries
received by an I. C. train crashing
into the street car on which she was
riding as the car was crossing the
railroad tracks at Eleventh and
Broadway.
The judge gave a judgment for
$62.40 against Cora Peal in favor o
the Lietchfield Lamp Manufactring
csmpany. She owed it for goods
bought from the plaintiff.
The jury gave Fred Roma's. judg-
nient for $5oo against the Paducah
Traction company. Roman is the
crippled gigarmaker who was thrown
from a crowded street car while try-
ing to board it at Fourth and Broad-
way. He sued for $sssoci. Hon. Hal
Corbett represented the winning side.
The evidence and arguments have
all been finished in the suit of Dr.
) D. Foster against Maggie Over-
street, but the judge is holding the
liaigation ia his hands, debating
whether to give premptory instruc-
tions either for defendant or plain-
tiff. Dr. Foster sues for $150 he
claims the woman owes him for medi-
cal attention.
L. Thompson was excused from
the jury and Wm. Kraus put in his
place.
There was passed up for the time
being .the suit where A. G. Owsley
claims W. B. Smith signed Owsley's
named to a $2,000 check and had it
cashed at the Globe Bank and Trust
.company, of which Smith was then
vice president. It is probable the
case wil be continued over to the
fall session. Owsley sues Smith and
the bank for recovery of the money.
Judgment Given the Defendant.
Judge Lightfoot yesterday in the
quarterly court gave judgment for de-
fendant its the snit of - Caul P-oat
against Henry Sheers. It was a con-
troversy over $ina worth of farming
and household effects. Peat claimS
he did not sell them outright to
Slicers and sued tb recover posses-
sion, but the judge decided the sale
had been made and awarded Sheers
possession of the articles.
Deputy Marshal Returned.
Deputy United States Marshal
Wade Brown did not get home until
late yesterday morning from Hick-
man, Ky., on account of a wreck on
the I. U. delaying him.
Mir. Brown stated that a man nam-
ed John Morgan was a very active•
witness 'in trying to get the Hickniassi
court to indict -the deputy marshal,
for kilnng Harrison Editing. but the
grand jury promptly dismissed Also
case against Mr. iFirown who showed
the killing was accidental. A humor-
mat part of the proceeding was that
instead of indicting Mr. Brown.the I
jury, indicted Morgan on the charge
of bootlegging, but the latter got
away before he "could be arrested.
After the state court finfahes with
Morgan Deputy Brown will arrest
him for the federal tribunal.
Force Into Bankruptcy.
Creditors of Jeweler J. D Sowers
of 224 Broadway have filed a petition
bef;eritildge Waltsaa,Evansain the
Un' ates court-aT.Louisville ask-
ing that the jeweler be forced into
bankruptcy. /The judge has set May
14 as the date for Mr. Sowers to
appear at Louisville and show cause
why he siloutd not be forced into
bankruptcy'. The ,creditors filing the
a.
lunder Buying Seats.
It develops that the school trustees
have made a blunder regarding bpy-
ing the as() new seats for the high
school auditorium, the oversight con-
sisting in failing to have em
bodied in the contract the length of
the pocket on the back of each seat
bought. As result about $5o more
will have to be spent in having the
long pocket placed on each one.
Several mouths ago the representa-
tivas of the American Seating com-
pany of Chicago came here and
showed the committee consisting of
Trustees Beckenbach, Byrd and
Clements, together with Professor
Norvell, a sample of the new, im-
proved school seat his factory turns
out. The pocket, on the back of the
sample was only about eighteen in-
ches long, but the committee of trus-
tees -informed the drummer they
wanted a scat with a pocket stretch--
ing all way across the back so the
pupils could eposit all their books
and material therein. The druinmer
promised to have the pocket made
that long, so the committeemen
claim, but it was overlooked when
it came to placing this in the con.-
tract for the seats. When the desks
arrived with only an eighteen inch
petition were Nagel...& Meyer, of this
city; Herbert Waltham te company
of Chicago; -- Siegel, Rothschild Sc
company, of Baltimore; St. Louis
Jewelry Supply company of St. Louis,
Mo.
Jeweler Sowers' stock is valued at
$5.000, while his liabilities are about
Poop The claim of those holding
accounts against him is that 'Sowers
preferred his largest credittor by giv-
ing a mortgage qn 'he stock ,to guar-
antee. payment of the debt
pocket the factory was written to and
notified that their agent promised to
have the pockets as long as the hack
of the seat was wide. Now a letter
comes from the supply house stating
the drummer saa,s he never promised
to have the pockets any wider than.
eighteen inches, therefore if longer.
ones are wanted the trustees will.
have to pay for them. Seeing that,
they were up "against it" by failing
to have the pocket length placed in
the contract, the committeemen had
Suaerintendent of Buildings Fred
er, make a model of what kind
to pocket is wanted, and this pattern
will be iezl.t the factory so 250
packets cif that kind can be turned
oat and sent hee, and collection
made therefor. The tt seats cost$2.35 apiece, and will not installed
at the auditorium until schoo dis-
missed next month.
The committeemen state the drum-
mer promised faithfully to have the
pockets full width, and now that the
mentioned turn of affairs has been
taken, the American Seating com-
pany will not have a chance to sell
any more seats to ths Paducah
schools, as the trustees do not care to
do any more business with them.
Many thousands of dollars will be
spent this summer buying seats for
the two new handsome school build-
ings that go up.
Final Gathering.
The teachers of the schools held
their final monthly literary session
yesterday afternoon at the Washing-
ton building and it yds an entertain-
ing session. The study they will
pursue at the literaries next session
will not be chosen until schaol re-
snmes next fall.
ONE KILLED; SEVE RA Ab HURT.
Lexington, Ky., May co.—One man
was killed and several injured in a
collision between a Street car and the
Chesapeake Ss Ohio flyer between
Louisville and New York at noon
yesterday. The dead man is George
Wfalis. motorman of the electric car.
One leg was tore. from its socket and
be waa unconscious when taken from
She wreck, dying on the way to the
hospital.
The brake of the street Car failed
to won* and the ear crashed into the
baggage car and war, thrown against
a telegraph pole. The street car
crumbled like an eggshell.
MAY AGAIN' GO OM STRIKE.
Louisville Ky.. ?stay zo.-0. M.
Scott, business agent of the Amalga-
mated ASsociation of Street and Elec-
tric Railway Empkiyes, sent a tee-
• 'to international headquarters at
Detroit stating that the situation as
regards the union "men emphoyed by
'the Louisville Railway company is
critical, and that if !something is- not
done at once, the ineni will voluns
rarity go out on a etrike before Sun.
day night. mom.
There has been come trouble ever
iince the recen t strike, the men alteg-
Id PI it it it U Pt U U U U
U PERSONAL MENTION.* aii It
n tsUttllt UttiltUUUUUtt
Miss Lake Farris, of Salem, Ky.,
has erstered Riveraide hospital to be
operated on for appendicitis'.
Miss Sallie AlcLeakey has returned
front visiting in Fulton.
Miss Eunice Mansfield has returned
from visiting her brother in Fulton
Mt. A. L. 'orrice returned yester-
day from Kuttawa..
Mr. John Roberta the dry goods
merchiant, is Louisville on business.
MITCHELL FINED;
LICENSE REVOKED
(Continued from Page One.)
clash, which the mayor tried to avoid,
bin being forced on 'him, he manfully
retained the morally courageous posi-
tion which always chanacterizes his
actions.
From all over the city yesterday
nothing but strong words of approval
could be heard upholding the mayor
in his proper position to see that the
laws were rigidly enforced, no matter
whose toes it trampled upon. All
heard to expreset. themselves said
they had no doubt from the outset
but what Mitchell had flagrantly vio-
lated the law.
The afternoon papers stated that
Attorney Harrison was the one who
got out the second warrant, but he
did no such a thing, taking no step
after baying the first vfirrant dis-
missed. The sed one was gotten
out by Officers Rets and Hill, who
made the arrest.
Mitchell closed Ilea sal- on De-
liective anoore serving the n ce on
him, and can sell no more.
01111111.
WEALTHY YOUNG MAN IS
SHOT TO DEATH BY NEGRO
Whitman Veal is Killed By Employe
About Wages Demanded.
Lexington, Ky.. May fo.—Whit-
Mani Veal. a wealthy young farmer,
/raiding six miles from Lexington on
the Toddei road, was shot and killed
by John Hawkins. a negro farm hand,
this afternoon. Hawkins had worked
for Veal last week, and it is said an
argument arose between them over a
settlement.
Hawkins drove to the farm this
afternoon, and calling Veal to the
front gate. nenewied the argument,
and diemanded a settlement. During
the war of words between the men
the negro grabbed' a double-barrel
shotgun from tbe bed of his wagon
and emptied the content s: into the
back of Veal.
City and county detectives were
hurried to the scent. and esearched
fon the murderer, but up to a late
-hour no clew could be obtained to
this wherea boot R.
FORMER PADUCAHANS.
Rev. Kerr Tupper Resigned Baptist
Pastorate at New York.
pastors at
Word from New Yoris is that teat
Sunday Rev. Kerr Boyce Tupper re-
signed as pastor of die Madison ave-
nue Baptist church of that city on ac-
count of heakh. He had succeed-
ed as pastor of ,.that congregatiosi
Rev. George C. Lorimer. Rev. Tito-
per and key, Loorinl crlhor wont b 
of the -Film flap-
in g that the company has not ob- tist church of rautnrah, Dir. Lorimer
daring 1859-6o, and Qr. Tupper 4Inr-served the terms of settlement.
inas 1877-80. Dir. LoVimer left here
and finally located at Philadelphia
and from there to New, York. Dr.
Tupper left and some yeas-s after-
wards aaccreded Dr. Lorimer at Phil-
adelphia and then when the New
York pi Ina of Dr. Lorimer became
vacant Dr. Tupper as.sumed it.
B
Englerta
B ant's'
Saturday Specials
 10C
4 lbs Fresh Soda Crackers for  25C
2 packages Wafer Crackers for  25c
6 packages Celluloid Stare for  25c
Fancy Picnic Hams per lb . 3-4c
A Deal on Fairbacnks Soap. The
demonstrator will be at the store
Saturday.
Our Famous White Dove Flour
FaPencry Patent
weekdic
Flour per sick.  6ec
Half Patent Flour per sack 55c
4 cans Standard Corn for 25c
3 cans Hominy for 25c
6 bars White Floating Soap for 25C
6 packages Gold Dust for 25c
6 rolls Toilet Paper for 25c
3 31b. cans Table Peaches for • • • •S0c
3 sacks Salt for toc
3 boxes Searchlight Matches for toc
3 1 - 2 lb cans Hi-Lo Baking.Pow-
der for
E. R1 SQUIBBS
SOAP PASTE
Elegant for Shampooing
The Hair
'
25 cents Per Jar
J. DI BACON
Pharmacist
7th &Jackson St
ANNOUNCEMENT TO
--
TIE PUBLIC.
Jacob B. Pollcielt New Manager
the Paducah Jeturglry Manu-
facturing Company.
-.. ,,
Mr. J. B. Pollock of 
SainN,ouis,.
Mo., has taken over the entire Maas
agement of the Paducah Jewelria a
Manufacturing company, formerly
located at No. 119 North Fourth. •
street, which has now removed to
larger headquarters in the rear of
Pollock's jewelry store.
We pride ourselves in this depart-
ment wirieh burns oat work with
promptness, best workmanship and
prices defy corn ition. Special at-
tention given to 11 country orders .
and repair work.
We pay half of all express charges.
Mr. Pollock will call on the public.
in a few days.
If you have any watches, clocks.
or jewelry which needs repairing
don't forget to give us a trial. and -
if not satisfactory we will refund •
your money.
All work guaranteed.
We have also a branch office ia ,..
Saint Louis.
The only complete jewelry fac-
tory locatel in Paducah. ,.
Office and factory of Paducah
Jewelry Manufacturing company
rear of Pollock's Jewelry store,. 333 , .
Broadway, Paducah. Ky.
of
ANOTHER VICTIM
s OF MILK POISONING.
Hartsville, Tenn.. May to.—Frank
Moss died yesterday front milk poison
iii hfacon county, near the Lansdalc
line, being the fourth victim in that
locality within ten days. The °the-
deaths were reported in Saturday's
papers. Several others are sick, but
nH are now thought to be out of
danger.
Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles
FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON REQUEST.
S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE 481-a NEW 743. 326-28 S. 3rd St,
as
nest Kentucky and Illinois Co&
Also dealer in Lime andicement."Agent for W:litehall and Agatite Cement'
ti.
H.
'Phones: ‘.0Id 960, New 245'
wim,KING:orlamiNT"
M. COJNNINGH AM"
• • • • Thirteenth and Adams Stieetifie-4dsib
_
. 7•Il ii
-Nur arminli
4.
•I WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
First
Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" •so• often seen is miss-
ing. -
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone sacs
EXCURSIONS
t2 r ft tt 13 it la It tt
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET CO.
The cheapest and best excur-
sion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boat leaves each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. as.
s'or other information apply to
JAMES BOGER, Supt.
'FRANK L. BROWN, Agt.
EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER.
•
ROUND T10113 TO
Evansville and Return
Continuous Passage, $4.00; Unlimited
Ticket, $5.00, Meals and Berth
Included.
Round Trip to Cairo,
, .;rty of five or over, $t1,- each, with-
out meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass-
enger Agent. Phone 33.
Ili. RIVERS, M. D.
Office, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
J. K. Hendrick. J. G. Miller
Wm. Marble.
HENDRICK, MILLER
& MARBLE,
Lawyers.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 3x.
Rooms i, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
523 1-2 Broadway, New Phone 490;
Old Phone 1487 R.
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insurance, Corporation
and Real Estate Law.
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone
PADUCAH, KY.
OLIVER, OLIVER &
M'GREGOR,
Lawyers, •
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
of Marshall County; Paducah. Ky..
st4 Fraternity Building.
New P110110 114. Old Phone 484V
ADVERTISR IN THE' REGISTER
AN:" r.:..511.LTS
SLEUTHS ARE Whittemore's
AT WORK NOW REAL..
...ESTATE...
...BARGAINS
TO DISCOVER THE IDENTITY
I
,
OF, THE NIGHT RIDERS.
Perpetrators of Barn Burning, Etc.,
in Trigg And Caldwell to Be
Apprehended.
To •the end 'that the perpetrators
of the recent barn-burning outages
in Trigg, Christian' and Caldwell
counties may be brought to justice
the better element of residents of the
*have counties have banded togethent
and raised a fund sufficient for the
employment of T. J. Cundiff and T.
E.—Pedigo and 2- score-of dieteetives,
who will work under them, in ascer-
taining the guilty parties and secur-
ing their conviction.
Condiff and Pedigo, both of whom
are' deputy United States marshals,
will leave for Hopicinsville tonight
to assume eh.a.rge of the Investigation
The government authorities are tak-
ing no hand in the investigation, bus
Cundiff and Pedigo by their peculiar
frtness for the work and their knowl-
edge of the men and the country
caused them to be selected in prefer-
ence to Pinkerton detectives.
The victims of the barn burners and
the people of the counties where the
outrages were perpetrated who depre-
cate the work of the mobs thav,e be-
come dissatisfied with what they term
the inactiori of the county and state
officials and have determined to
onosecter the eases. The fund' raised
in the three counties and deposited
with a bank at Hopikittsville is said
to be in excess of $to,000," and the
men who are in c arge of the fund
declare thrice th . amount can be
quickly seoured if it is found neeee-
sary in carrying out the plans of the
organization.
Cundiff and Pedigo, both of whom
have had years of experience among
the tninonsteinere and are unknown to
fear, will work openly, but the men
under them will not be known to any
other person. They will open head-
quarters in Hopkinsville, and will di-
rect the work of their assistants from
that point. The sections whe
rein
the majority of the outrages have oc-
curred will he honeycombed with de-
tectives in the employ of the Good
Citizens' league and the officers are
confident they Win soon have 
the
ringeoaderse and the rest they say will
he easy.—Louisville Times.
TOM JOHNSON'S
DAUGHTER QUITS
ITALIAN SPOUSE.
New 'pork, May to.E-Little more
than six weeks after their romantic
marriage, Signor Frederico Mariani,
of Italy, and his bride, the form
er
Miss Bessie Johnson, daughter of
Mayor Tom L. Johnson. of Cleveland,
0.. have ended their honeymoon by
se partit•' ng-.
Mkriani is beck in his old baohelor
quarters, and has been there for more
than a week, and the management of
the Stratford House has not seen and
knows; of no Mrs. Mariani.
Just what occurred that led the
couple to put an abrupt end to 
their
honeymoon is a mystery.
They were married in Cleveland in
the latter part of March. It was the
culmination of a pretty love affair
that interested the whole country.
Friends have done everything they
could to prevent the parting, and
Mayor Johnson himself has been in
this, city for this purpose.
Amr
PIONEER, BOASTING OF
HEALTH,. DROPS DEAD.
Witness in Iowa Court Succumbs to
Heart Disease.
'Des Moines, Ia., May 10.—"I am
65, but sound as a dollar, and good for
at least Sc."
With the sound of his own voice
seal lingering on hie lips. James Had-
fief, a'pioneer of Polk county. testi-
fying oday as a witness in a ci
vil
action. gnve a sudden gasp, slipped
Icsrward in the chair and dropped' to
the Maw dea.
Heart disease was the cause of his
death. Apparently Hadfield was in:
the best of -health. He was in the
act of answering the usual_ instruction
as to ag-c put. to a witness when he
jocularly boasted of the future.
The death created a eeette 
in the
court room.
GOES 15 YEARS UNWASHED
TO MAKE HERSELF PRETTY
Iowa Woman Proves Soap and Water
Are Bad for the Face.
Webster City, Ia.. May to.- alise
Amanita Johnson of this city, one of
the beautiful women of middle age in
Northwestern Iowa, has not washed
her face for fifteen years. Though
she is so years old and unwed, she is
bright and cheerful and fen-lovieg.
Her face is as free from writrales and
complexion fault's as the fact of a
baby. Fiteen iyears ago 'her ccom-
p4exiort was ,ar from beantiftil and
she concluded that soap and wate
r
are .fint good for the face. Mies
yeeseratess *sea riot intend In wash her
face agnin for fifteen years. acco4
hoe to he- ""eiaioti
FRATERNITY BUILDING TELE-
PHONES 835.
No. 1129 North 54th. Good three-
room home, 40-ft. lot, $1,too, half
cash, balance I year.
No. 1203 Salem we., 3-room ell
house, 40-ft. lot. $SA half cash.
North '161h st. between Harrison
and Clay, new 3-room home, 40-foot
lot, Harahan Addition, $1,450; $too
cash, balance $5250 per month.
Jefferson street, $goo lot; north side
between 13th and 14th streets.
Madison street, Fountain Park ad-
dition, between 16th and 17th, lot 50x
165 feet, $600, half cash.
Harrison street lots, Tens-ell's ad-
dition, ro lots $300 each, $250 cash,
balance $5o per month.
Kentucky avenue lot near 13th St.,
$400; $50 cash, balance $5 per month
Lot forty feet.
Harrison street, monthly payment
lots between 13th and 14th, shade
trees, lots 443)(165; $400, $50 cash, the
balance easy.
5 acres Hinkleville road, 1 1-2 miles
west of city limits, all in woods, $9o°,
one-third cash.
Cairo road, Rowlandtown, 4-room
house, forty-foot lot, $t,000, $15o cash,
balance $12.50 a month.
South 5th street, 6ox165 foot lot be-
tween Adams ard Jackson, $2,000
—one-third cash.
Madison street, 4 room house,
northwest corner 9th. Joins city
electric light plant, so foot lot, $20coo,
$2oo cash, balance $t5 per month-
North tith street lots, between
Boyd and Burnett 40x175 feet to
build homes to rent, only $3oo each..
-.-
7-acre farm s miles from Patiucah
near Mayfield road. Two-room house,
too fruit trees; make a fine poultry
farm; $650 cash.
Trimble street &sop foot lot to
alley, north side between Ninth and
Tenth. Good home neighborhood,
Sip" half cash.
$2,000 Watts Boulevard Addition.
Two rstory, six oom house on
lot 60x150 to alley, west side of
Twenty-eighth between Watts Boule-
vard and Jackson street. Faces
Hughes park. $1,000 cash, balance
$15 per month, 6 per cent. interest.
Fine proposition for some one need-
ing a good home on easy monthly
payments. House new.
$1,250 cash. 20 acre upland farm
mile from Cairo road on Olivet
church road. Small house, orchard
within 300 yards of R.. R station.
It will make fine poultry farm.
$600. 20 west end sts foot lots on
and near Norton street. Some low,
and some not full size. $5o cash $50
per year, 6 per cent. Good invest-
ment for some one.
$2,500 Broadway, No. 2404. corner of
Twenty-fourth street, 5 room house,
stable, so foot lot, $t,000 cash, balance
easy.
$2,500. Jefferson street, north side
between Twenty-fourth and Twenty-
fifth streets, five room house nearly
new, 50 foot lot, stone sidewalk, car
line. One-third cash.
$.teci. Two room Mechanicsburg
house, Vaughan addition, near the
big mills. Rents $60 per year or 20
per cent gross.
$625. Boyd street 50x150 foot to
alley north side, between Eleventh
and Twelfth. Faces Trimble street
chpreh. $5o cash --balance easy.
Fountain avenue, northwest corner
Harrison street. 6 room house, porch,
bath, good neighborhood, $,3000. Easy.
terms.
Sonia Eighth, corner Norton.
Three houses on one lot, $2000
$t000 cash, balance easy. Pays 15 Per
cent. gross on the investment.
Harahan boulevard lot, west side
between Madison and Harrison. Lot
50x16o to alley. Stone sidewalk.
Concrete street. Gas, electric light,
sewer. Good neighborhood, $t,000,
half cash.
Twenty West End lots south of
Norton between 26th and 29th streets
Some irregular in size, some low.
All for $600, one-third cash.
Broadway bargain north side be-
tween 13th and 14th. Lot 95x160;
two-story 7-room house. $4,000, half
cash,
North Seventh street 50ot165 ft. lot
between Monroe and Madison. $2 500,
$soci cash, balance any time desired
Fine. 1.st on wIllrh to bnild Ipat•tment
houi
NANCEASS
WAS SETTLED
ADJUSTORS SETTLED THE
LOSS SUSTAINED FOR
$L2oo.
Undertaker Nance Found That the
Stock Upon the Second Floor
Was Not Injured.
The fire insurance adjusters have
settled the loss sustained by Under-
taker Guy Nance of South Third
street last week when fire visited the
top floor of the building, he occupies.
The loss amounted to $1,200 to him,
and it was paid in lull by the com-
panies.
_
Right after Ma. Nance
thought 'his loss run up to about
$5,000, but after the blaze had been
extinguished he opened up his cas-
1;ets and coffins on the second Boor
and found that they had not been
ruined by the deluge of water„ as
be at first thought. They were found
to be in good condition and not in-
jured except in one or two instances.
Mr. Nance is now getting Ks estab-
lishment in condition for the new
stork ordered. He will be in good
shape as ever about the last of next
week. •
The adjusters have already settled
with Garner Brothers who accupy the
third floor of the Nhnce building,
and on which floor the blaze. started.
CROPS ARE RUINED.
Butler County Farmers Have Many
Troubles.
aflorgantown, Ky., May to.—The
farmers from all sections of this
county are complaining of their dam-
aged crops. F.orly wheat is practi-
calty rained all the corn which was
planted during the warm weather in
Nfarch has had to be replanted, and
now the heavy rains in the last day
or so have put the backwater over
all low bottoms. That land will have
to be planted again, making the third
time for some of it. There are not
enough tobacco plants in this county
to put out a third crop. The early
vegetables and the fruit' crop is almost
a complete failure.
GETS $12,000,000; STILL
STRAPHANGER.
George Grant Mason. "Silent" Sintth
Heir, Unruffled by Golden
Shower.
New York, May to.—Tumbled by
the whirling of fortune from the po-
sition of division superintendent of
the Chicago. Milwaukee at St. Paul
railroad ;nto the absolute mastery of
$12,000,000, George Grant Mason.
chief beneficiary of the estate of
James Henry ("Slent") Smith, has
taken the remarkable transition with
almost phlegmatic unconcern.
At the Hotel Neti,erlands Mr. Ma-
son and his wife ocupy a modest
room at the cost of $4 a day. Aside
from the time taken in settling the
affairs of the estate he is employed
taking in the sights of the city and
visiting the theatre.
He is taking his pleasure in the
most dramatic fashion. Most of his
excursions are made on foot, and
when the distance is to far street
cars are used.
MT. Mason is a tall, rattier slight
man about forty years old. lie has
a small mustache, and while cordial
and free spoken in tile western man-
ner, is nevertheless reserved when
his private affairs are mentioned. He
expects his son and daughter to meet
him here soon.
When an effort was made to get
Mr. Mason to talk about himself and
his Plans he said, almost difficulty:
"You see, I haven't received the
motley yet, and at all events I don't
think the public is interested in me
or my family. We are just plain
folk having a good time in a plain
way. T have no particular plans.
expect I will take a vacation and rest.
Really, I have no plans."
HUGHES IS WANTED FOR
TAFTS RUNNING MATE
Washington, D. C., May to—It was
strongly Itintee in authoritative
sources in connection with the presi-
cientee view of Takai probable suc-
cess that Gov. Oltairlien F:.
of New York,„would be acceptable to
President Roosevelt as Taft's morning
miate.
That the New York man will get
the second place on the ticket is firm-
ly believed by Most in totioh with
the situation, and that Governor
Hughes will consent to mittlee the race
with Secretary Taft in' the lead is
ralaen for granted by those who kno
w
of the feeling existing between the
president and Governor Hughes,.
It is believed that President Roose-
velt has already indicated, to Governor
Hughes that the white !souse would
like to see him ors the ticker..
The feature of one of the San
Francisco theatre programme is mov-
ing pitcrites of the city's streets and
ether public places before the fire
.
MONUMENTS
We have a fine line of Marble, Granite and Stone Monu-
ments which show the best of workmanship and high de-
gree of artistic conception. Our smallest and lowest priced
Monuments have an air of distinction.
Parties desirous to beeutify their lots should inspect our
line of curbing and monuments in
WHITE BLEACHING"STONE
Remember we have the largest, best and most distinctive
line in the Purchase. 220 South Third St.
•E.Williamson
Modern
—
Home Plumbing.
AU of our plumbing con-
tracts are executed by the best
skilled mechanics, under our personal sup-
ervision, and no detail, no miner how
unimportant it may seem, escapes our atten-
tion. We use the famous "Staadaser
Porcelain Enameled Plumbing Fixtures,
which are the best made. By placing
your work with us, you are assured or the
best material and workmanship obtainable.
Let us quote you prices.
E. D. HANNAN
Both Phones, No aot.
133 South Fourth St.
-
For
FIRST-CLASS FITTING SUITS
GO TO THE ESTABLISHED FIRM
SOLOMON,
'& Popular Priced Tailor
We carry no stock over—all this season's goods. Come and
look them over yourself. I employ the best coat and pants ma
k-
ers. I guarantee all my suits. No fit. no money. All the la
test
cloths in woolens. etc. Full line of beautiful trimmings t
o match.
Always to be found at
113 South Third Street. Phone 1016.
A BARGAIN
ew 5 Room House; Easy Terms
Telephone 765
Or Call at 318 South 6th Street
attil Efinger
 •
0.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH. KY
IcENra..a
latitoW any other or dealer
PAS.'
Freya
w. wicrtra IMILS, TACKS0 t
Yaw a PON'T 
N 0 L A l
W LEI
Pal. foZt OUT THE AI
(CASH WITH ORDER $40a)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience ili tire
making. No dangsor from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS. 
Notlee Me Wok robber tread
••A" and peousters strips "an
Serious punctures, likeetetentional knife cuts, can aod .13," Woe tint strip *MI°
be vulcanized like any other tire. 
to provost rim *Ingot. Mkt do
Two lloadroll Tboosand pairs now Is ashiaI use. Ow 
the will outlast say Miter
saske-OOFT. XLAITIO ailari
Soseettylivo Thawed pairs sold lasI pear. MAHE 11111/1110. ,
th • merra lellinlellicial gala 
Wade le all sires. It is lively 
of rubber, which newer becomes porous and which closes up swan punctures
s ve and easy riding , very datable and Used lasilla
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters frees satisfied customers
that their tires have only been pumped upeece or twice la a whole memos. They weigh ee mare
ma ordinary the, the puncture resisting qualities being gives by several layers of this,
prepared fal•ric on the treed. That "Holdiag Back" aramtios commonly felt when Mktg on
or soft roods is overcome by the retest "Basket Weave- treed which prevetts all air frem
squeezed out between the Die and the read Mos overcoming all auction. Ti tK•_egiBler price se
tires is Xso per pair, but for advertising purposes we are amide/ • e.1 to the rider
of only Otto per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is reeveC 'We ;West... approval.
Too de not pay a emit until you have 'itemised and found these strictly as ted.
We will allow • same dIsesieet of 3 per cent (thereby making the price *CS per pair) if you
PULL OASIS wrrei 0111111EX and enclose this edvertisemeat. We will also seed' ow •
platedtiobres• baud may and two lasopeos metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these
re eaters te_lee wed in ease of ietestiosial UM* cut. or heavy gashes). Tires to be
at 00X tepees' If fee any reams they sat sot satisfactore is examieatkie.
We are serfectly reliable sad money eret to es is as safe as in • batik. Ask your Postmaster,inibeir. spssss or proem Agent or the liblitor of this Piper about ea. If you order • pair or
Llerli My tire you have ever Deed or sere at any price. We know that you will be so well 
p 
,
*S you west • bicycle roe will give us your order. W a smalle waist you to seed es
tins, you will flair that they will ride easier, ran fester, wear better, hist longer aimlo
ea
K
at owe, hew* this restarUble tire offer, I
iglASMitorMliKES. "very% is the bind/Ape are soldrhy es at Me
bant,,,,triceelik asibilles, podia* sans sedaishs=
prier charged by det. ••••1 repair met. Wei for ow mg istetir cata
00
WAIT but write us • poplol today. DO NOT OW ammo te
wasmeetfut"Is ne are sakbig. It may, oasts • poslid Is Nees awarylbler. III•lbe 111
bicycle of 6 pair of tires from aerobe until yes kasha 1.,017 MIX
Rh', snow soma hos ."111b 1111.1180. ILI;•
•
•
DO NOT Bur A 810715111 tr°16se
it rqp kin/ •/ terms, until yea ham retelved our cam Pro
m
illustrating and descrg every tied of and 
les, old patterns and latent models, mad leers of our remarkable LOW
Miami wooderrul ewe offers made possible by telling from factory
direct to rider with no middlemen's prWits.
ON NNW ON MkPIWAIL will••••1 • teat dtfrefil, Par se. rr•agia asa
allow 10 Days Pres Tetra and make other liberal terms which no ether
bout* to the world will do. You will Imre everything and get muck va/a•
able information by simply writing es • postal.
We need • illIciar Await In every town and can offer an opportunity
to make money to sultebTe yams sem who apply at °ace.
$8 • 0 rlINOTURE-PflOOF TIRES
per pair. 
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EXCURSION
--- BULLETIN
THE FOLLOWING RE-
DUCED RATES ARE
ANNOUNCED
LOUlsyiLLE, KENTUCKY.
• Account Spring meeting Jockey
Dub, $6.95 roundtrip, May 6th,
returning May 7th; 8.95 round
trip May 4th, good returning
June 9th; May 5-11.18-22-25 and
op. June 1-5 and 8th, limit two
days.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
Mystic Shrine and German Bap-
tie Brethren, April 25th to May
xlIth; round trip $62.50, limit
July jest.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April 19th to November 3otis—i5
days-633.75. Coach eacursions
on special dates—$18-00 ever/
Tuesday, limit to days.
FOR FURTHER PAR
LTICULARS APPLY TO
J. T. Donovan,
Agent City Ticket Office.
Fifth and Broadway.
R. M. Prather
Agent Union Depot.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law.
Room 5, Columbia Building.
PADUCAH, KY.
Old Phone 1992.
DR. -ADRIAN HOITER,
Office, 112 1-2 South Fifth.
Old Phone, Office, 175.
PADUOAH, KENTUCKY.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway, Phone leo.
Residence, ilro Broadway. Phone x49
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : : Kentucky.
A. S. DABNEY, DENTIST,
Trueheart Building.
Telephone 511-R.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
THRNON BLYTHE, M. D.,
Office 525 1-2 Broadway.
Phones: Office 870; Ilbea. 272.
PADUCAH, rf.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
Lawyer.
Will practice in all courts of
KentnOlty..„‘
Ed P. Farley, M. D. C.
4• R. F. Fisher, M. D. C.
PARLEY & FISHER.
Vetierinaily Sorgeone and D•entiets.
Office and Hospital, 429 South Third
St., Paducah, Ky.
Old Phone 1345 New phone 351.
Residence, old phone 1816.
J. M. JONES
Dealer in High-Grade
Pianos and Organs
622 Broadway
Old Phone 113-r Paducah, Ky
Some queer birds roost in family
'tees.
In Greec the usual price of olive
oil is only ahrint 2o cents a quart ,at
wholesale. W,hen the yield is excep-
tionally large, pure oil is still cheap-
er.
HUTN THE PICTURES.
PEOPLE WHO "BUTT IN" WHEN
CAMICRA IS WORKING.
Scenes Carefully Arranged by Nov*
hag Picture Artists Are Dis-
turbed and Rendered
Useless.
"Our work is sometimes seriously
interfered with by the buttinskis, sad
then again there are times when their
Altmann( in helps as," said the mate
2:2:f • moving p whoicture concern, 
it frames up the incidenta and
supervises the taking ef the pictures.
"It Is Oneeisible to guard against the
fonds e t t. the butting-1n habit, for
when they see anything unusual com-
ing off on the street or in any public
place their natural busybody instinct
takes hold of them, and they're bound
10 nudge up and take a land in the
proreedings.
"Over in Trenton a few weeks ago
I fixed up a horsewhipping scene.
The first part of the tel was easy
enough to get It was a scene in a
restaurant, In which a pretty girl.
seated at a table a little distance away
from another table at which a frolic-
some man with a namely wife is din-
ing, falls to making goo-goo eyes al
the man.
"The second setae, In whir& I ar
missed to lave the horsewhipping hike
place, took place outside the resco
rant We'd got police permission
tithe the picture's. and I had two ot
three men stationed ia front of the
restaurant to keep the crowd back
while the phony horsewhipping was is
progress.
"When everything was all set and
the machine was snapeiag away at the
homely wife laying the lash across
the face and shoulders of the flirt*
Mos girl—the lash looked like rattan,
but it we. a phony, and didn't hurt
at all—our troubles began.
'First • big vannigan of a man
slammed in and grabbed my homely
woman by her lash-wielding arm,
bawling that be didn't believe 12 see
tug no woman stinging another wone
an like that, and that queered one set
of films. The machine had to be
stopped while the big buttinski was
being informed 'diet the thing was
orly a tableau, and that he didn't
belong to the pleture.
"He took the gibes of the crowd sone
ty, at that, and looked to be in so
much of a mind to kick our gear to
pieces that I bad to get • cop to walk
him down the street.
'When we got all set again and the
horsewhipping of the flirtatious girl
was once mo•is going on a scrawny
hhtchet-faced woman, who had lust
Sensed the outer circle of the crowd,
aid who wasn't up to what was cooe
lir( off, rushed into the scene with •
shriek, grabbed my two acting women
by the hair, and started in to rough-
home thorn both for their 'indecency
In lighting on the street.' as she yelled
at them. The machine had to be
stopped again.
"The incident as I had framed ti
ar didn't call for anything like that
I bad it arranged that after the whip
p'ng had proceeded for a space the
gelity husband of the homely wife
was to rush in and attempt to sett
irate the two women, when his wife
Iris to turn on him with the lash, cane
sag him to skiddoo down the street
The girl with the goo-goo eyes was tc
eels* the whip from the other woro
an's hands and ":art in to get bunk
for the cuttine she'd received, the
seem ending is d that way."
CETHRONING OF ALCOHOL
-----
Being Brought About by the Mod
efn Spirit of Scientilic
Research.
Another potent factor in the dethren
Log of alcohol has been the 'alt os
sr ientitic research of recent years. says
an Open Letter, in Century. In the
great laboratories scientists have bees
carefully studying the effects of alco
belie liquors upon the various organ,
of the body, and. altho:igh they differ la
their conclusions upon some points, the
result Is that those physicians who have
Moat closely followed these investiga
tioas have, almost or entirely, abjured
alcoholics as a neceshary part of then
therapeutic outfit. These elaborate
studies of alcohol have convinced man)
that the nourishing and strengthening
properties formerly ascribed to alcohol-
ics existed only in the imagination and
belong to the errors of an age which had
no facilities for accurate observation
The food qualities of the grains and
Prune. It is now believed by many au
thorittes, are destroyed in the process oi
making alcoholic drinks. Even the
stimulating qualities ascribed to alcohol
ars denied by many, who class It among
the narcotics because of Its depressant
effect.
When Game Was Cheap in Kansas.
Even as late as lit86 and 1887 veal
son was as cheap as beef In the fall
the cbotcegt cuts !listing for 1214 cents
a pound, while wild torkeys could be
had for 75 cents each when tame tur
keys no larger sold for a dollar. Brant
sr wild geese were hard to get rid of,
is no one liked their meat. There
was little fishing, not nearly so good
as now, and the fish were nearly all
perch or cat. The fine herd of 200
bead of deer in Uncle Jot Lewis' deer
park came from a pair be caught in
the early days and penned up Is •
palters lot.—Anthony Republican. '4,
Cionge Salt *atlas&
Along the central part of the Congo
river there are a numbef of salt
marshes. The Africans dig shallow
helm he these, whence issue stratum
06 bat water *hick es being su
essedi boo a redise et
WELD' OF MILADY. RUSH TOWARDS CITY
o 
PNEUMONIA. VICTIMS INCREASE
IN NUMBER YEARLY
Medical Authorities Putting Forth
Their Best Efforts to Check
Inroads of the Fell
Disease.
— —
The commission which was appointed
last year by the New York board of
health to study pneumonia and whose
preliminary report has just been sum-
marized by the press, is composed of
men of high professional reek, says the
New York Tribune. Yet the problem
Involved in the inquiry are so serious
that there Is no danger of securing too
exalted a grade of talent for their solu-
tion The disease which the commis-
sion has been considering has risen into
peculiar prominesoa of late. At- one
time eonsumptioa caused more deaths
than any other malady and pneumonia
malted second as a cause of morality.
Within the last ten or fifteen years the
two have exchang-id places in some parts
of the United States, if not in the me-
tropolis. Consumption, as a result a/
the adoption of more enlightened meth-
oda of prevenUon and treatment, works
a little less havoc now than formerly.
Pneumonia, on the other hand, finds a
greater number of victims in proportion
to the population. There la ground 201
the better that grip has contribufiell
materially to this result. because it Is
often a prelude to an attack of pneu-
monia end it sadly disqualifies a man for
suooessful resistance to an Mess of an-
other nature. Hcreever, whatever the
cause,the increased prevalence of pneu-
monia has excited th s gravest alarm and
perplexity in the medical profession.
The commission is oonvinced that,
like tuberculosis, the more acute type eif
lung disease is attributable to the pres-
ence of microbes and that the latter are
disseminated by the drying of sputum
from patients. The organisms are not
easily borne about by the air so long as
they are moist, but afterward they aim
as easily circulated as dust particies.
This fundamental fact shows the desir-
ability of deluging a sick room with sun-
light, promoting fie ventilation and as-
lug a broom only when the floor has
been sprinkled.
Some puzzling facts have been elicited
In the course of the Investigation con-
ducted by Dr. Darlington's experts. One
is that pueumococci, the supposed cause
of the disease, are sometimes carried ia
the mouths of persons for weeks with-
out producing any apparent effect, in
like manner they are observed in these-
cretions of patletta who have recovered
for a considerable interval after the dis-
appearance of other symptoms. This
second phenomenon resembles one
which often follows an attack of typhoid
fever and gives rise to the question bow
long such persons may threaten the
health of their associates and neighbors.
Perhaps more light on this matter may
be afforded by further observation.
Such information should prove useful
in the devising of sanitary precautions
for • community in which pneumonia
prevails.
Prevention is infinitely preferable to
cure, but good generals consider what is
do if their first line of defense falls. The
only remedial agent to which the cons-
sion refers is a blood serum derived
from an immune animal. Experiments
were made, evidently with a view to ob-
taining hints as to the value of an an-
Utoxin of this kind, other ventures of
the mune character having been made
repeatedly in the last few years. The
verdict rendered is a little obscure, but.
While the commission seems to have
found that a serum, as now prepared,
ght be serviceable for purposes of
is, it appear,' to be silent about
remedial and protective qualities a
the article. However, if the serum
which a few physicians even now em-
ploy, is not all that could be desired, im-
proved methods may yet develop one
that can be more heartily recommended.
Bagpipes and Gardener*.
"Tom" lentils:AA, bead gardener at
the Peacock conservatories, whose
chrysanthemums are on slew to the
n ember of 3,500, is an ardent ficotchman,
with a passionate love for all things
that come from the Land o the Heather.
He and a few kindred souls have organ-
ised a bagpipe band that will soon show
Pittsburg the possibilities in untamed
Highland melody. Mr. Jenkinson is the
leader and every man of them wears
kilts after the manner born. It is one
thing to play the bagpipe, but to do it
properly one must have the blood of a
proper clan In one's veins to give the
true "skirl " Mr. Jenkinson holds that
a Scotch mau tind only a Scotchman can
be a good gardener or a piper. "As
Englishman learns to be a gardener
from the top down," says Jenkinson
"A Seotchrnan starts from the bottom
with a spade digging vegetables. That's
why so many gardeners come from
...Geed. They learn bit by bit over
there."- -Pittsburg Dispatch.
POPULATION OF RURAL NEW
YORK .9.9UNTISS DECLINES.
No Other State in the Union Shows
Such a Large Falling Off in
This Respect—Some of
the Causes.
--
Twenty-one of the 61 counties of
New York had fewer inhabitants by
the census of 1900 than they had by
the census of 1890. These counties,
which include one-half of the area of
the state, showed a falling off in ten
years ranging from a few hundreds of
Inhabitants in some small counties, to
several thousands in some of the
Larger ones.
Essex county, in northern New York,
for instance, declined from n3,000 to
30.700 in the ten years. Wayne coun-
ty, in western New York, famous for
apples and mint, declined from 49,700
to 43,600.
By many persons this decline in
population was attributed to the con-
tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a
period of industrial hard times, the
general effect of which is to diminish
opulaUon in rural or semi-rural dise
if-lets. In such times, the demand for
employment being decreased and the
provision for public relief in farming
cOuntleS being small, the larger cities
are sought by needy persons, and these
conditions are reflected in the ensuing
census.
The years between 1900 and 1906
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, II
was supposed that the decline in pop.
ulation in interior counties would
cease, that some of the former loss
would be regained and that, perhaps,
improved conditions would be reflected
in the census frses of this year
which show thp7 entire population of
New York to be more than 8,000,000,
an increase of 11 per cent. compared
with the census of five years ago.
instead of this, however, the recent
ly completed state census shows that
21 of the 61 counties have fewer in-
habitants than they had five years
ago. Some of those which show the
largest decrease in five years are
Chemung, which includes the city oi
Elmira, heretofore one of the largest
manufacturing towns in the southern
tier, and Steuben, one of the moat fer
tile of the farming counties in the
same region. The falling off in Che
mune in five years was 2,452, and is
/Reuben 1,007.
Some of the counties of the stets
which do not show a decline Is five
years show at least very little gain
One of these is Dutchess, which in
eludes the city of Poughkeepsie, mil
which is one of the best known of the
dairy and farming counties of tle
state. Five years ago the populaUoi
was 81,670; this year it is 81.689--11
gain nt 19 persons.
Delaware county, the chief Matta*
tion of which is that it includes mon
prohibition territory than any °Ulm
county in New York, has; increased
from 46,415 to 46,788 only during fly'
years of enormous state growth.
Among other counties which have
lost in population in the last five years
are Otsego, famed for hops; Oswego
noted for starch and starch works,
Clinton, which includes the city ot
Plattsburg; Schoharie; Cayuga, 'ethick
Includes the city of Ithaca; Greene
which includes the city of Catskill,
Hamilton in the Adirondacks, Fultoz
and Madison counties In the Interior
and Wayne, which increases its Agri
cultural products every year, but con
Unues to lose steadily in population.
no other state of the coutory has ii•
large a proportion of counties whici
11,20 fallen' behind in population a,
New York, that is, none of the large)
states. The explanation of these
changes Is found probably in the enor-
mous increase in manufacturing inter
ems.
In five years Schenectady has
Jumped from 46,000 to 71.000 popula
Uon, Rockland from 38,000 to 45,000
Niagara from 74,000 to 84,u00, anti
Westchester from 184,000 to 228,000.
In 15 years the population of Nell
York has increased 21 per cent-. Yel
one-third of the counties have towel
inhabitants than they had 15 years
ago
Hew Witch Hazel Shoots Its Seeds.
Do you know that the witch hese,
shoots its reeds ten or fifteen feet? if
you want a brand-new sensation, bring
home some branches of witch hazel hav-
ing both flowers and unopetied seed pods
on them and put them In vases of water
The pods burst at the moist unexpected
times, waking you In the night and pep
perieg you with their hard,shiny, black
seals. Branches that are to be used for I
a party must be selected with care, to
be sure of having perfectly fresh flowers
and seed pods that have not opened, jr
it is possible to do so, cut them the same
day they are needed. If they must be
out the day before they are needed, put
them in a cold placr in water and wrap
a damp cloth trout d the brandies, In
order to prevent the flowers from with-
ering and to keep the seeds from being
impelled too soos.--eassatry Ms as
heoesiedialleasswoa
Squelched.
Many a traveler, who has looked
forward .to a railroad journey as a
season when he need not talk, will
sympathize with this just triumph re-
corded in the London•Globe.
lie wanted to read, but the man op
posit, would persist in trying to talk
as tee train moved swiftly along.
After several brief replies the student
began to grow tired. "The grass is very
green, isn't it?" said the would-be con-
vereationalist, pleasantly.
"Yea," said the student. "Such a
change from the blue and red grass
we've been haring lately!"
In the silence that fllowed be be-
gen another chapter.
The Chugs.
"Willa" asked Mrs. Chugwater, "bow
do they work these voting maehines9"
"They use oue of the cranks that
are always hanging around the polling
place," explained Mr. Chugwater, with
some Irritation.—Chicago Tribune.
Seemed to Know.
"What," asked the tall-browed pro-
cessor. "are the principal by-products
of the steel industry?"
"Carnegie libraries," promptly an-
swered the student from an Interior
village --Chicago Daily News.
Husband's Resemponee.
The Comanche Indians have a law that
if a buck runs away with another's squsw
the hrothend is to have all his property,
and marital intgetitlid=
lithe V$s. .•
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG TIIING.S"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway
Vi ZS tt 13 it 12 tl it VI it tt :3 ti 13 12 St ti :3 13 it 13 it tt
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Steam and Dot Water Heating.
Phouc 133. 220 N. Third
in if 22 2: ht hi 22 22 in :2 21 in 22 el in 22 in 22 it 22 in :2 II 13 13
KOMI INSURANCt
Oro L Well & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
• BIGGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
Office Phone 369: Both Residence: 726
CAMPBELL BUILDIN
Caron Directory Cmopany
Of Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of ow patraus and the citizens of Padacah, we
have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below In the users
int Register office at 523 Broadway, where the public is invited to call
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITS*
STATRS.
List of Directories on File
ALLEISNENY CITY, PA.
AT! ANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, MASS.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
BRONX, N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
CINCINNATI, 0.
CHICAGO. ILL.
CLEVELAND, 0.
COLUMBUS, 0.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
COVINGTON, ICY.
DAYTON, 0.
DENVER. COLO.
DETROIT, MICH.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
DULUTH. MINN.
FAIRFIELD. CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
JEFFERSONVILLE, IND.
KANSAS CITY, RAS.
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
Los ANGELES, CAL.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
MANHATTAN, N. Y.
MANCHESTER, VA.
COPIES OF PADUCAH
MANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
MILWAUKEE,, WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
NASHVILEE, TENN.
IAUGATUCK, CONN.
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT, KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH, CONN.
PADUCAH, KY.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMIVD, VA.
SALT LAKE CITY, MARL
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
STRATFORD, CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
TOLEDO, 0.
UTICA, N. T. en&
WATERBURY, CONN. = t gee NA
YONKERS, N. Y. ^
gr'n'vw"47"— -1P1
DIRECTORY FOR ipoh-o2
SALW: Ai&
PRICE $4•00:
CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
011•••••••t
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YOUR AUTOMOBILE STREET ALLOWANCE NOTI
SUFFICIENT THIS YEARIS not complete without a
KODAK
Call and see the new 1907 models.
Cheaper, more compact and easier to
use than ever. Price from $1.00 to
•
v -ss'°•
A DRUG STORE
ATT." ifc BROADWAY.
Agent for Eastman Kodaks and Huy-
ler's Candies.
nunnnunnunnnunnun
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POPULAR WANTS.
FINE PASTURE, abundant clear
wa:c:-. 5 miles of city. Phone 911-rt.
WANTED--Furniture and stoves.
Williams & Peal 205 S. 3d St. New
phone poi-a.
Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionable dressmaking at 726 Jef-
ferson street. Old 'Phone 1205.
Bargains in second-hand upright
pianos, some nearly new, cash or pay-
ments. 'Phone iota. W. T. Miller
Bro.
GOOD WAGES for good carpen-
ters. Apply to J. Ws Lockwood &
Tuttle, 506 North Fourth street, Pa-
ducah, Ky.
For Rent.
Cottage for rent, three blocks from
P. 0, $8 per month. Apply at 44t
South Sixth street.
. WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY—
•Able-boded unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
FINANCIAL
STATEMENT
DOCUMENT WILL BE COM-
PILED ON RETURN OF THE
COUNTY CLERK.
John Perotti and Katie Perotti, Ital-
ians and Cousins, Marry Here—
Guardian Qualified.
Cramty Clerk Smedley has gone to
Louisville, and returning next week,
will start his dtputies to work mak-
ing out the annual financial state-
miens of the county government,
showing for what every cent of coun-
sty funds was expended for the year
preceding the first of January. The
new laws require each county of the
Mate to publish annually a fAatemen4
of expenditurea and receipts for the
preceding twelve tnontha, in order
She jrublic may know how she money
was disbursed. The Register 'bac been
awarded the contract of publishing
the oatemient, which will be inserted
on completion lry the county clerk.
•••••••••••..b.••••••••••11
THERE WILL BE NO MONEY LEFT FOR ANY REPAIRS,
GRAVEL OR MATERIAL FOR THE LAST EIGHT MONTHS
OF THIS YEAR—SEWERAGE kXPENSES INCREASES
WHEN NCW DISTRICT IS ATTACHED TO THE OLD SANI-
TARY MAINS—FIRST STREET PAVEMENTS TO BE TWELVE
FEET WIDE.
Simariol.•••• 01•111•••••••111•1.0.1111
Statements showing the expenses
of different municipal departments
this year as compared with 1906 ,con-
sumed much of the time of the board
of works, which held a special ses-
sion yesterday afternoon to windup
business left over from the regular
gathering last Tuesday. All three
members of the body were present,
President Wilhelm, Secretary Taylor
and Member George Langstaff.
City Engineer Washington report-
ed that the city would have to pay
out $12.755 as her part of public side-
walk and intersection work for this
year, many of the improvements hav-
ing already been started, while ordi-
nances pi-striding for the remainder
are now going the tounds of the
legislative boards and being enacted.
This big experts. added to the $2,245
running 'expenses of the city engi-
oeer's office force, brings the total
up to $15,000. City Auditor Kirkland
then reported that during the first
four months of 1907 the sum of $5,-
030.00 was spent in the street de-
partment, as compared with $5,772
'during the first four months of last
year, showing a $700 saving for this
year. Out of the street fund this
year $1,153.13 -was paid for the sew-
erage department expenses for the
first four months of 1907, while last
year only $105.83 was paid out for
the sewerage department, the great
increase being accounted for by the
fact that last year the street and
sewer acount was kept together. Ad-
ding the $5.030 already spent this
year in the atreet department, to the
$15,000 for the engineer's department
and street work outlined and already
started, makes a fixed expenditure
of' $2o,o3o out of the street fund, all
these being charged to the depart-
Property Trangerred.
Land lying in the county has been
sold by J. M. Durrett to L. F Dar
rat for $r and other consideration
and the deed filed for record with the
county clerk yesteray.
T.. E. Durrett transferred to J. M.
Durrett for $t and Other considera-
tion propertyaon Flournoy street.
s Lnd in the county has been bought
by lames Mlartin from W. A. Usher
• for $6:acon•
Mary E. Smith transferred to Mag-
gie C. Haft,On for $1 and other con-
siderations property in the •Berrsheim
sub-divisionissaf Harris addition.
1.11/4. Fanny A. ,Allard gold to Mrs.
'Emma navis for $185 property on
North Ninth street.
K. D. Such sold to 0. Wheeler. for
$1 and other considerations. property
on Salem avenue.
-.1.••••
Cousins Get License,
John Perotti and Katie Perotti of
Illinois came here yesterday and se-
cured a license to mart's,. They ene
Italians and cousins and she lows of
nunois, ....epewrent 4is relationishlp
'Teem tnarita1 iinion: •
Qualified as Guardian.
Neil rem qualified before the
county clterk gitardeizn of narrate
, Council.
Hand licit carpets are not clean.
We have a machine. Phone 121.
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND OE? RE817LTS.
ment. As only $33,000 was appropri-
ated for the street department for
1907, this leaves $12,000. On account of
shortage of money last year no new
street work was done the last eight
;months of 1906, but the maintenance
expenses for that period was $8,000,
and as no additional work can be
done this year, outside that already
outlined, the board of works antici-
pates it will take $8,000 to maintain
the public thoroughfares for the com-
ing eight months. This $8,000 added to
the $2,000 it will take to keep up the
sewer departmetit until the last of
next December, makes $to,000 that
will have to come out of the balance
of $12070 of the $33,00o .street allow-
ance. This leaves then only $2,070
•out of which $600 will have to be paid
for. the Broadway culvert, $500 for
Harahan boulevard work, and several
hundred other dollars for North
Nineteenth street, Clay street and
other improvements. With these
latter paid for, not a cent is left for
the board of works for gravel and
material for the streets this year, of
which status of affairs Clerk Kirk-
/and was ordered to notify the gen-
eral council, so the latter will know
to what exteitt expenses will have
to be curtailed. For the same reason,
not enough money being allowed the
street department, Street Inspector
Elliott was directed by the board of
whrks to confine the street work for
the remainder of this year to repair-
ing only the dangerous places, do no
new work, and simply clean the thor-
oughfares.
Superintendent Keebler, of the city
light plant, filed his report with the
board yesterday,. and it showed that
for the first four months of igo6 it
cost $3.696.35 to run the light de-
partment, while for the same period
this year it cost only $2,692.93, a Aar-
a 
ENGINES, BOILERS AND PUMPS
Structural Iron for buildings; Machinery and Boilers Re-
paired; Mill and Steamboat Supplies; Heavy Steam Hammer
Forgings; New Work Our Specialty; Second Hand Machinery
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Gas Engines,
Works Salesroom and Office First and Kentucky avenue.
JACKSON FOUNDRY Mb MACHINE CO.
AGED VETERAN
PASSED AWAY
MR. THOMAS HILYARD DIED
YESTERDAY AFTER-
NOON.
Mrs. Bridget Pierce Died Yesterday
Morning—The Funeral Has Not
Yet Been Arranged.
Mr. Thomas Hilyard died yester-
day afternoon at 3 o'clock at his resi-
dence near Tyler, juat outside of Me-
shanicsburg, after lingering some
weeks with infirmities produced by
his advanced age.
The deceased was seventy-six years
of age and has been residing here
several years, coming from Living-
ston county where the remains will
be taken for burial. He was a kind,
fatherly gentleman of many friends.
He served in the civil war with the
union soldiers and came out with a
fine record.
He is survived by his wife and
three children, only one of the sons
residing at home, the others, living
at other places.
Venerable Lady Expired.
At 10:15 o'clock yesterday morning
Mrs. Bridget Pierce. passed away at
her • home on Campbell between
Eighth and Ninth streets after a lin-
gering ilness with complicated ail-
ments. • *IP
Mrs. Pierce was born in Ireland
but came to this country when quite
a young girl, and had resided in this
city for (,ver fifty years. She was
widely known and had many- warm
friends who are deeply grieved over
her dissolution. She was one Of .the
first members of St. Francis de Sales,
having been a faithful member of the
Catholic church all her life.
The deceased was an excellent wo-
man and will be sadlyy missed. She
was the wife of Mr. Edward Pierce,
the well nown painter, and besides
her husband leaves one scan, Mr. Pat
Pierce of Cincinnati both of whom
were at her bedside.
The funeral services will /se held at
2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at St.
Francia de Sales church, with burial
following at Mt. Carmel cemetery.
NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that the un-
dersigned, First National bank, of
Pachicah, Ky., will on the -kith day
of May, tor, at the court hoote.dour
in Padasaa, Ky., at the how of to
o'clock a. m., sell to the highest bid-
der, for cash, twelve (12) shares of
stock in the American-German Na-
tional bank, of Paducah, Ky., repre-
sented by certificates Nos. 239 and
439, standing in the name of Ernest
Rehicopf on the books of said bank,
same being sold for the purpose of
amisfying an indebtedness of said
Ernest Rehkopf to First National
bank of Paducah in the sum of four-
teen hundred dollars and interest, to
secore the payment of which indebt-
edness said stock has been pledged to
this bank. Said stock will be sold in
three lots, to-wit: Two lots of five
shares each and one lot of two shares,
provided it becomes necessary to sell
all of said stock to satisfy said in-
debtedness and any other inebtedness
due this bank by said Ernest Reit-
kopf. After selling said stock in said
,three lots, then the entire lot will he
offered for sale, and the best bid will
be accepted.
This May to, tor.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF PA-
DUCAH.
By Robt. L. Reeves, Pres't.
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THE ONLY CLOTHING STORE
THAT CARRIES THE
"UNION STORE CARD"
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UNDERWEAR
ih;41
 iWin
Underwear is a hobby of ours
and very close to our hearts.
That's why you'll find here
every good sort of Lisle, wool,
cotton and linen, so that every
man may find the material he needs.
Then you'll find here a variety of all
sizes, so that
tvery Man May Be Fitted
Again at most every price you'll find our
Underwear better thaa you usually find at
the same pace.
We want you to see our excellent Bal-
briggan Underwear at
50c Per Garment
Choice thin Underwear in other good fab-
rics
25c to $1.50 Per Garment
323
BROADWAY
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Our $1.00 Shirts
The man, who would like to buy a better
Shirt for a dollar than he ever bought be-
fore, can get it fright here.
The patterns are choice and the Shirt
making is excellent. Fabrics are fast color
and durable. All sixes.
The Rest Dollar Shirt That's Made
This is all we can say for these Shirts—
but we'd like to show them to you.
Come, see them and bring your best
$1.50 thoughts along with you and you'll not
be disappointed.
DESBERGEWS
LGRANO EA DERfamv/5/1.6 Rf (I 0 LE-i!s
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ing of $too3.4.2 for this year. Last
year the city maintained 166 street
corner arc lights at cost of $22.26 per
light, while this year 202 lights. are
maintained at cost of only $13.33 per
I ight.
The board yesterday decided to
make the concrete sidewalks twelve
feet wide on the West side of South
First between Broadway and Wash-
ington. The original plans called for
eight foot walks, but the property
owners along the two squares want
them is feet, so the general council
empowered the board of works to act
in the matter, and twelve feet were
decided on.
SuperintendentsKeebler was author-
ized to have re-wound the armature
at the sanitary sewerage system
pumping station so it will be in con-
dition to force out of the well by
operating the pumps, the offal and
accumulations gathering in the under-
ground raping.
When the sanitary sewer district
No. z now being laid in' the resi-
dence part of the city, is completed
and attached to the old system No.
1, the expense of the sewerage de-
partment will be increased, but no
appropriation exists for meeting it.
The city engineer was permitted to
make some alterations in the sanitary
sewer plans, the extra expense in-
curred having to be borne by the
abutting property owners.
NEW REAL ESTATE AGENCY.
Mr. J. L. Perryman has opened an
office for the real estate and insur-
ance business in room No. rt6 Fra-
ternity building. Old phone 484-1,
new phone tra, and will be pleased to
havve his friends call and see him or
telephone him and list tneIr property
with him or see hm before they
buy.
1•'or a pleasant afternoon trip, go
to Metropolis next Sunday, May 12,
on the steamer George Cowling. .The
boat leaves wharf at 2 p. m. Returns
at 6 p. in. White people only. Round
trip as cents. Boat returns at 6 p.
m.
MET BY BROTHER
WHOSE CORPSE
THEY EXPECTED.
Mistake in Message Announcing Mrs.
Shouse's Death Caused a Har-
rowing Complication.
New Albany, Ind., May to.—J. P.
Wood and William H. Wood went to
the depot this morning expecting to
receive the remains of their brother,
'Riley 'Mood, formerly of Greenville,
as they had received a message that
he had died at Washington, Ind.
To *fejt- surprise and joy the find
peraion who stepped off the train was
their brother.
It developed that the message had
been distorted. Riley Wood's mother-
in-law, Mrs Mary Sbouse, had died
at the age of ninety and he had vent
word that he was coming with the
'remains.
Mrs Shouac was the widow of W.
H. Shouse. former chaplain of the
Indiana reformatiory.
For the most improved method of
carpet cleanisig, phone 121.
The steamer George Cowling will
vnaae three special excursion trips to
Metropolis, Sunday, May is, leaving
Paducih at 9 a. m , 2 p m. and 6 p.
tn. White peoPle only. Round trip
ss centr
GRANITOID SIDEWALKS
Granitoid sidewalks are the only
sidewalks. tf you wish to have any
of ibis kind of work done call up
our telephone,,No. ago, old line, and
let us figure with you.
GEO. WEIKEL, Contractor,
125 South Fottrth St
The Mysterious Mr. T.
(St Paul Dispatch.)
Mr. Taft understands how to keep
up interest in himself by the judic-
ious use of a little mystery.
If you want to succeed, ether work
at the thing in which you are inter-
ested or cultivate an interest in the
thing at which you work.—Cent per
FOUNTAIN PEN TALK
And A Guarantee that Makes You Satisfied
When you buy a Fountain Peu/from us you can eve it a thorough
trial, east it in every way, find out if the point suits you, see how
perfectly it feeds, see that it does not leak or overflow, in fact,
you are to be your own judge as to whether or not you have ex-
actly the pen you want. If it does not suit you in every particu-
lar, return it and GET YOUR MONEY.
We have a fine line, all kinds of points, from $zoo to $5.00.
Suppose you try one of ow' Parker "Lucky Curve' Pens. You can't
o wwrong if you bay it.
D. E.Wihon"okMusic Malt
At Harbour's Department, Store
FOR THE
GENUINE
TRADEWATER
BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254COAL.REAL
PIITSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
fintimmommor•
INCORPORATED.
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
MO •
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